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Strategic plan
awiJits approval
The (J.rSt of the four goals "Pu rsu e nation wide pro·
Editor In Chief
minence for the demonstrated
Approved by the Strategic quality of the baccalaureate
Planning Taak Force, President program Murray State UniverRonald J. Kurth and eeveral sity provides for its studonts" senior faculty members, the addresses program quality,
final draft of Murray State Lawaon said.
University's 1990-1994
"With this new focua, we
strategic plan is complete and
awaiting approval from the want to insure that a student
receiving a degree from Murray
Board of Regents.
In the developmental stage State has profited from the very
since 1987, the new strategic best program we can offer," she
plan focuses on the education of said.
The second goal - "Provide
baccalaureate students, said
Anita Lawson, assistant to the regional educational leader·
president for institutional ship, public service and
research that are appropriate to
planning. .
"We tried very hard to focus the mission of the University,
on what is the essential effectively delivered and within
business of Murray State the available resources of the
University - to serve our bac· University" - addresses the
calaureate students and to do University's responsibility to
whatever is necessary to give the region, Lawson said.
"Murray State recognizes its
them the best possible educamission to leadership in the
tion," she said.
Focusing on baccalaureate region," she said. ''We want to
programs for the next several strive to meet that goal within
years, the plan promotes close our resources."
The third msjor goal of the
interaction between faculty and
students, Lawson said.
strategic plan - "Manage
This focus, different from that resources strategically to fulfill
ofthe·1984-1988 strategic plan, the mission of the University''
is ''a new and very important - addresses financial resources,
emphasis of the plan," she said. she said.
Lawson said the plan, unique
''This goal is very important
to Murray State, represents a because it 'ftCOgllizes the close
"consensus" as to the Univer- relationship between the
sity's current strengths and budget and the plan,'' Lawson
future directions.
said.
"I feel confident saying it is a
The final goal- "Nurture a
consensus although the final sense of common purpose and
decision will be made by ad· vision to enhance the morale
ministrators," she said. "The and professional vitality of
four msjor goals have been with faculty and stair' - addresses
us since we began in 1987, and the importance of every faculty
in March we sent those goals, and staff member of Murray
along with subgoals, to faculty, State. she said.
staff and campus organizations
See STRATEGIC PLAN
asking for input. We got stacks
of stuff from all over campus."
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By RHONNDA KERR

Photo by JOHN BERNING

WATER YOU DOING? Angle Finch, a freshman respiratory therapy major from
Union City, Tenn., sits In a dunking booth outside the Currls Center Wednesday to raise
money for Carrie Smith. Smith, a senior elementary education major from Cape Giradeau,
Mo., was Injured In an automobile accident Sept. 2.
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The brutal murders of five
univ e rsity s tudent s in
Gainesville, Fla. in late August
have left many students in
Gainesville and around the na·
tion concerned for their safety.
Despite an ongoing investiga·
tion and search by more than
600 local and state police, in·
vestigators and FBI agents and
a list of eight prime suspects,
the killer has not been
captured.
Authorities found the first
two victims - University of
Florida students Christina
PowelJ, a 17-year-old
freshman from Jacksonville,
Fla., and Sonya Larson, an
18-year-old freshman from
Deerfield Beech, Fla. - on Sun·
day, Aug. 26 in their townhouse
apartment.

Eight hours later, deputies
found the body of Christa Hoyt,
an 18- year-old student at
Santa Fe Community College in
Gainesville. The two latest vic·
tims, Tracy Inez Paules, a
23-year-old law student from
Miami, Fla. and a friend,
Manuel Toboada, a
23-year-old architecture stu·
dent also of Miami, Fla. were
found on 'fuesday, Aug. 28.
All five were killed by multi·
ple stab wounds. Powell and
Larson were found nude and
mutilated. Hoyt was mutilated
and decapitated.
Investigators have called the
killer a "methodical maniac"
who has targeted petite women
with shoulder-length brunette
hair.
The Gaineaville Sun reported
Monday that agents who searched one auspect's home found a
knife hidden in a milk carton.

Agents found the knife while
searching the home of Edward
Lewis Humphrey, an 18-yearold Uni versity of Florida
freshman from Indialantic, Fla.
Michael West, an expert
crime scene analyst who ha.'!
been studying the case, told the
Gainesville Sun last week that
investigators are being
secretive about the list of
suspects and the details of the
crime scenes because keeping a
lid on the facts can help weed
out false suspects and help
catch the real killer.
"The public has a right and
the need to know the facts in a
case like this," but should be
willing to wait for many of
them, West told the Gainesville
Sun.
West, who specializes in fin·
ding fingerprints and other sub·
tie evidence missed by tradi·
tional crime analysis, studied

the three apartments where the
five students died.
' ' I thought I'd st>en
everything," West told the
Gamesuille Sun , adding that
when the full story is released,
" you'll be shocked and
amazed.''
Joe Green, associate director
of Murray State's public safety,
said the tragedy in Gainesville
has made the officers in the
public safety office more
cautious.
Green said the Board of
Regents did allow public safety
to hire one additional officer
this fall, raising the total
number of sworn officers to 11.
He said the addition of the of·
fleer had nothing to do with the
Gainesville murders.
In addition to its sworn officers, public safety also
See SECURITY
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Tie a yellow ribbon 'round the oak tree
Murrayans support
soldiers in MidEast
Bt ERIC WALKER
Staff Writer

Aug. 2, 1990 is a day which
will stand out in time. For it
was on this day that Iraq, a
major power in the Middle
East, invaded the bordering
country of Kuwait and then
siezed more than 300
foriegners , including 28
Americans.
.
.
Ftve days later, Pres1d~nt
George Bush took the mitiative and ordered massive
numbers of troops to the Saudi
Arabian desert to begin
"Operation Desert Shield."
Conditions have continued
to change in the Middle East.

Some have changed for the
better, such as the release of
many hostages held in Iraq
and Kuwait. Some changed for
the worse, as with the present
oil crunch which is being felt
in America.

colored ribbons have been good
and the effort is for a worthy
cause.
"Ribbon sales have been
very good over the past several
days. So far, we've sold several
hundred ribbons," she said.
"As long as people keep buying them or until we run out of
ribbon, we'll keep selling
them,'' she said. "To me, it's a
good thing that everyone is
caring enough to (display the
ribbons)."

Area florists are selling the
ribbons for $1 with 50 cents going to aid the American Red
Cross.
Retail stores, such as
K-Mart and Wal-Mart, have
been selling patriotic
emblems, as welL Peggy Sales,
assistant manager of K-Mart,
said they have been selling
American flags as signs of support for U.S. troops.

Despite these events and
conditions overseas, "We ran out of the big flags,
patriotism has experienced a so all we have left are the
resurgence here in America. small ones," Sales said. The
ln Murray, as well as the flags range in price from $.97
rest of the country, patriotism cents to $1.57.
and concern for both U.S. arm- "Sales have been excellent,"
ed forces and hostages con· she said. ''We sold 24 of the big
tinues to grow.
flags and we have 100 small
While driving or walking on flags left."
any given street in Murray,
Not only have businesses
the odds are you will notice been showing their "true colyellow ribbons to remember ors," but area schools, inthe hostages still overseas and cluding Murray State Univerred, white end blue ribbons to sity, and churches have taken
honor U.S. forces in the Middle part in the new-found
East.
patriotism. Students from
On mailboxes, doors, car local elementary schools have
antennas and trees, these col- been hard at work, making
ors symbolize the honor and yellow ribbons and handing
concern Americans, including them out, along with
those in Murray, have for American flags.
those overseas.
On Aug. 30, a ribbon-tying
Many area businesses have ceremony was held at Mason
felt the urge to stimulate this Hall, where MSU president
patriotism within the Murray Ronald J . Kurth, faculty and
community. Florists and retail students gathered to honor
stores have taken part by sell- U.S. fighting men and women.
ing yellow, red, white and blue
"You have to believe in the
ribbons and American flags to
folks
who are making this
customers who want to show
sacrifice and you've got to help
their pride in America.
Gloria Lassiter, an employee them out," Kurth said.
at Murray Florist, said sales of "Five of the first 10 years

that I was married, I was gone
(on duty). What kept Charlene
going was support groups like
these. Folks need folks ," he
said.
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor of
First Baptist Church, said
they have not set a special
prayer time, however prayers
do go out to those in the Mid·
die East.
"We haven't had a special
service, other than the regular
worship services, but during
the regular services, special
time is set aside to pray for
those people,'' he said.
"All of us are concerned for
peace and are hopeful these
countries' leaders wi.ll bring
about peace without bloodshed," Earwood said.
Murray mayor William
Cherry said he is proud of
Murray and of the support
that the citizens have shown
during this crisis.
"As a World War II veteran,
I know the men and women
over there appreciate this support and (the ribbons and
flags) are a good way to show
support," Cherry said.
"On behalf of the city of
Murray, we appreciate it and
support it, until the situation
is over," he said.

PhOIOI by MARTY LINSON
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MSU toughens policy on permit thefts
By LEIGH LANDINI
Aaalatant News Editor

Stealing a parking permit to
find a better place to park on
campus may seem tempting to
aome students, but ita a temptation that carries a stiff penalty.
The recent theft of parking
pennita baa prompted public
safety to make the penalty stiffer for theft of a pennit.
Joe Green, dired<lr of public
safety, said the theft of a Murray State parking pennit is a
misdeu1eanor and the thief will
pay at least a $25 fine and lose
all parking privileges on the
MSU campus.
"If someone is found to be us·

ing a lost or stolen parking permit, they will go before the
Judicial Board and possibly the
city court," Green said.
Along with the $25 fine. the
person in possession of the
stolen pennit will reimburse
the person from whom the permit was stolen, Green said.
Green said if the vehicle
which has had its parkin~
privileges revoked is found on
campus, it will be towed.
About 10 parking pennits
have been reported stolen since
the beginning of the semester
and one permit has been
recovered, Green said.
The colors of permits which

have been stolen are blue, red
and yellow, Green said.

~reen said, ~e number of permtts stolen _th1s year compared
to last y~ar IB lower. If_the theft
of pemuts does contmue, he
hopes it will be at a slow pace.
"lt seems like it's a little
slower pace than last year. I
hope it (theft) discontinues,"
Green said.
"I think once people realize
there's some teeth put into it, it
will discontinue," Green said.
"We've got to do something to
curtail it."
The 1990-91 Judicial Board
has not been chosen, so hearings are not expected to begin

until Sept. 25, said David Carroll, a graduate student me,joring in organitational communication from Owensboro
· and chairman of the parking appeals committee of the Judicial
Board
·
The MSU Student Govemment Association is currently
accepting applications for the
1990.91 Judicial Board. Applications are available in the
SGA office.
Carroll said the board will
place an advertisement in the
Murray State News to notify
students of the meeting. The
board will review the students'
statements as a group.
He said students may submit

appeals and wait until the
board convenes for the decision.
Green said the procedure to
report a parking permit stolen
is fJ.ling an affidavit in the
public safety office.
Public safety officers have a
list of stolen permits and are
looking for these permits during routine checks of parking
permits in the MSU parking
lots, Green said.
"The number one reason permits have been stolen is
carelessness," Green said.
Green advises students, facul·
ty and staff keep their vehicles
locked to protect a permit from
theft.
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State strengthens admission standards
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

I

When you graduated from
high school, bow easy was it to
get accepted into Murray State
University? Did you have all of
your pre-college curriculum
courses? What did you make on
your ACT?
Times are harder. Admissions
are getting rougher and a Ken·
tucky education panel wants to
stop colleges from admitt ing un·
qualified students into their
institutions.
The panel, which consists of
14 educators and citizens,
wants the Kentucky Council of
Higher Education to toughen
admission standards to colleges.
"We felt it was a moral
issue," said Atha Dickenson, a
counselor at Lafayette High
School in Lexington.
Most of the panel's recommendations deal with the precollege curriculum, which is a
list of 20 high school courses
students must have to be admitted into Kentucky's
universities.
The pre-college curriculum
consists of four units of English,
three mathematics, two
sciences, two social studies and
nine electives.
However, the panel
discovered colleges have continued to admit students who
bad not completed the required
course work.
The panel said one of the
rea!!Ons the universities failed

'Colleges blame it on
high schools. High
schools blame it on
middle schools. Middle schools blame
elementary schools. It
is a combination of
every one of those. '
-Bryan
to enforce the pre·college curriculum rule is more students
mean more money.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions, said he strongly disagrees
with the panel.
"When they put in a precollege curriculum, that was
back when we lost funds in 1981
and we lost funds in 1982 "
Bryan said. "We were going to' a
form of funding where
everybody was losing money.
"There is a law that allows us
to admit students with special
talents. Don't think I'n:t talking
about basketball players and
football players alone," Bryan
said. "I'm talking about them
some but I'm also talking about
people who might have special
art talent and people who might
have special music talent."
Bryan said several students
who have musical or art talent
may not perform as well in the
academics.
"You have those kinds of people who cannot be admitted. If
they do, they must carry the

recommendation of the school
officials to the person on cam·
pus who is sponsoring them,'"
he said.
Bryan said Murray Stat~ offers programs in English 100
and Math 100 for those who
have trouble in these subjects.
"Before a student can move
on, we put them through these
programs," he said. "We see
that they have these skills
before they move on."
Bryan said the panel made
the schools sound as if they did
not care about the students.
"If they fail, they fail," he
said. "That's not what happened."
Bryan also said MSU must
strengthen admissions
standards.
If a at d t d
t h
u en . oes no ave a
pre-college currtculum and lives
~n-state, MS~ will admit them
If t.hey are 1." the top h~lf of
thetr class wtth a 15 or h1gher
on the ACT, he said.
Bryan said standards to enter
MSU are more rigid fo1· out-ofstate students. If they don't
have the pre-college curriculum, they have to be in the
top third of their class and have
an 18 on the ACT.
Bryan said if they do reach
these requirements, then they
should get into the baccalaureate program, which is a
four year program.

MSU
Admission
~tandards

20 courses of pre-college culllculuq~
English

4

Mathematics · ·
Sciences
Social Studies
Electives

3
-~

.:.
··:~···'

2 .,
2
9
'···

/·

.)..

·:·

•'

:-:·

In-state students:
graduated top 50°/o of their class
or
. Scored 15 or higher. on ACT
out-state students:
graduated top 25o/o of their class
or
Scored 18 or higher on ACt ·.

See ADMISSIONS
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%e Sisters of
Tina Crisel
Xan Sticher
Monica Major
Lisa Yancey
Holly Bittel
Kelly Carr
Heather Chapman
Nikki Peak
Stefanie Powers
Wendy Tosh
Lee Bishop
Kim Conner
Amy Cox
Heidi Schmarje
Emily Roberts
Leah Abel

/

Tracl Hamlin
Christy Oxford
Mitzi Jones
Kim Isaac
Anne Marie Boner
Beverly Hickey
Angela Litchfield
Jennifer Sellars
Angela Bird
Natalie Bowers
Kristin Armstrong
Mallory McClure
Jill Tucker
Kimberly Darnell
Alison Derrington
Nan Daniel

Carrie Ford
Jennifer Bean
Melissa Towe
Jessica Brown
Susan Wilson
Shay Dodson
Brittany Lawrence
Sara Bernhardt
. Mary Lyn Clark
, Marcy·Smith
Stefani Barnett
Stacy Parks
Jennifer Brewer
Cheryl Herndon
Valerie White
Treva Baber
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MSU co-eds should heed Florida murders
The University of Florida in
Gainesville is no longer solely
synonymous with being ranked in
Money magazine's survey as the
13th best city in which to live.
The university's name now brings
terror to the minds of many
Americans. But Gainesville, the
quiet little college town located in
Northern Florida is not a large city,
where crimes are often commonplace. Gainesville's population
of about 84,000 people includes the
university's enrollment of 34,000.
The point is, a devastating crime
such as these murders by what
police have said to be a ''methodical
maniac," can happen anywhere,
even in small town, U.S.A., even in
Murray.
Murray State University is aware
of the fear causing many young people to heed the warnings of parents
and the media, and to reevaluate
their normal habits.
Afte~ the Florida mw·ders, which
included the stabbing deaths of a
petite coed and a young male,
6-feet-2 inches tall and weighing 190
pounds, the disillusionment began.
If a man of that size was not safe,
then who was?
Even more disheartening, tenants
in the a<ijoining apartments where
the slayings occurred were not
awakened by the noise.
Because of the possibility of
divulging evidence that might in-

criminate the killer, the media was
asked to withold information on the
tactics and tendencies of the maniac.
But, Gainesville residents protested
this. saying that the knowledge of
the murder could help them protect
themselves.
A former Florida State University
student, who was also a sorority
member when serial killer Ted Bundy murdered several sorority sisters
in the early 1980's, said in a letter to
the Gainesville Sun that if at all
possible, stay in the community.
If you flee a situation such as this,
running will become a lifetime pat.tern for you, she wrote.
This letter was said-to have offered
a calming natw·e to the students,
said Otto Spangler, director of the
University of Flol'ida Baptist. Student Centet·.
·
MSU students should practice
safety measures like locking car and
residence doors. Plotting different
paths that avoid dimly lit areas on
campus also lessens the chance of being attacked. And learning self
defense is an excellent way to
counteract an attacker. By calling
2222, MSU st.udents may take advantage of public safety, the campus
service which provides evening and
nighttime escorts for students.
By using common sense, compromising situations can be avoided
and hopefully no MSU student will
become a statistic.

F~EDBACR
Vietnam movie disturbs student
To the Editor:
"Born On the Fourth of July" is an
emotional and misleading motion picture. While Oliver Stone's movie is based on Ron Kovio's book there is a significant difference between what truthfully
happened in real life, the book and
Hollywood's cinematic depiction.
In the movie, Kovic's wrestling coach
is depicted as a Marine Corp, Pan·is
Island style boot camp individual. Ron
Kovic's book portrays coach AI Bevilaqua as a very dedicated caring person. In
real life, Mr. Bevilaqua reads the script
and refuses permission to Oliver Stone
to even use his name because of the inaccuracies and false impression::;.
The movie portrays a guilt-ridden exmarine, Ron Kovic, traveling to Venus,
Ga., home of the fellow marine Kovic
had allegedly killed in Viet Nam, when

he tells the parents and surviving spouse sat foot on University property, and for
that he did, indeed, kill the young that matter, neither did Ron Kovic or
marine. This entire episode isn't men· Abbie Hoffman. They were never there.
tioned in Kovic's book. There is no
Enough said. There are other exVenus, Ga., and Kovic did not make a amples of twisting of facts, untruths and
pilgrimage to the deceased serviceman's misrepresentations. It is unfortunate
home, ever!
that Ron Kovic allowed Oliver Stone to
Syracuse University is the scene of one refashion history into dramatic and
of the more tumultuous events in the political points that are not true simply
movie when Kovic vis1ts his high school to express their biased personal opisweetheart, one of the student leaders of nions. Movie makers can play an importhe 1970 strife. We know the scene, the tant role influencing the general public,
late Abbie Hoffman (who portrays as the media did during the Viet Nam
himselO is addressing a peaceful student War, and they should be particularly
assembly when the police swarm in and sensitive to this special trust in commenassault the students including Mr. Kovic ting on our country's past because of the
in his wheelchair. Do you know what enormously powerful medium which
Ron Kovic says about this happening in they control.
his 1976 book? Absolutely nothing. And
Charles W. Ward
do you know why? It never happened! In
Graduate student
reality the student protest ran its course
Organizational Communication
without police action. The police never
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Coupon refused
by Curris Center
To the Editor:
My goodness! It seems coupons just
aren't what they appear these days at
Murray State. My roommate and I
decided to go bowling since we had
several free bowling passes for the
Curris Center game room. The last
sentence of the coupon said good during the fall semester. We paid 25
cents each for shoes and presented
our coupons, the cashier ::;aid the
coupons had expired on Labo1· Day.
Then she pointed out a sign on the far
wall which stated the same thing.
Why offer a coupon then change the
terms? I called Jim Baurcr to a~k why
he allowed such a change, but he
wasn't available to discuss the issue.
Lisa Tate
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How safe do you feel on MSU's campus?
I

Cathy Futrell

Debbie Fernandes

Sophomore
"I don't live on ca mpus, I live
off campus, so I'm only here in
the daytime.
"The crime rate really isn't
t ha t h ig h here to my
knowledge. It just seems safer
here than in other cities. I lived
in Evanston, Wyo. before I came
here."

Freshman

Christel Mcintyre
Freshman

''I feel considerably safe at
" When I go back to my room
Murray, I don't use public safe· · after s tudying with my
ty, but I haven't walked alone boyfriend, he watches me. He
at night.
can see clear to the dorm and
then he calls me after I get
" I've taken k arate for eight
there.
years, so I feel safe, and if the
time comes, I will use it."
"I lock my doors now because
of the Gainesville murders."

Sarah Mondaine
Freshman

Melissa Barnes
Junior

" No, I'm not scared on the
" During the day it's okay, but
campus at all. I don't lock my at night there is no light in
doors all the time. I guess areas like the parking lot
because I haven't experienced behind the special ed building.
anything that would put fear in
" You need to think about be·
me."
ing real careful. I try to keep my
keys in my hand to use as a
weapon, and know where my
car ia."

fEEDBACK------------Visitation rules are in
debate at Woods Hall
As students ente1· their first
year of college, t hey at·e th rown
into a different world No
pa1·ents forci ng vegetable;;
down their throats, parties on
Tuesday nights, not just Ft·iday
nights. and teachers who are
here to teach, not babysit.
And the last thing most
students are told before entering collegl' is thal they arl'
adulb.
.. You are allowed to make
vom· own decision~<. Make thl'm
~\'iflely," they are told.
Then th<lY enter the dorm ....
When l ~,.'ntt>red lhl· dorm , the
first choice I had tu make was
concerning visitation . When djd
( want to have it?
Of course I voted other.
specified my desired timl•s and
was expectedly let down.
·•we now have visitation," a
SJgn po::.ted in the dor m office
read. "12 p.m . until 10 p.m.'·
Again I voted other this yeat\
along with most of the residents
in my dorm (thanks to an impromptu campaignl nnd was im·
mediately shown a "No v1sita·
t ion!" sign .
I laughed.
Our dorm now has VIsitation,
but it has the same timc.>s as last
year and the year b<•fore and
every year going back to 1980.
It is t ime to wake up from the
conservative Reagan era and
t•ealize we n.re not high sch ool
~tudents any longer.
Wear<' old enough to fight for
ml m the M1ddle East, but we
can not make choices for
ourselves about visitation.
Why are students presented
with a choice. and then denied
what thev chosl'? Why noon un
til 10 p.m.?
·
I. likl- many othl'r students,
would !ike :-orne answer::. to
theS(' que~t ions.

James
Lockwood
Mun ay State projects itself as
a r<'gionul university. with a de·
n·nt population of Rtudents
from at least live different
:-.lutes. The unin·n•ity fails to
mention that it is ulso u "suitcase tampus
I was able lo visit othca· cam·
pust!s and sta_v in the do1·m~
before I chose to .1ttcnd ~fun·av ,
I liked those campuses that h~d
longct· visiting hours. And they
ev<•n had security with thos1•
hOUt'S,

A student's life begins long
befon• lunch, and ends after 10
p.m . Thinking that it doesn't i:-.
prudbh and naive.
Hours for vi;;itation could
a·ange from 9 a.m. to midnig hL,
Sunday through Thursday, and
unlimited on the weekend:;.
Doors can still be locked and
!'!t!Cur ity guards cnn still be sla
tioncd like they curren tly arc,
without taking away from t hP
quality of dorm life.
Studt>nls aren't looking for all
night parties or sex romps, they
are looking for maturity and
truthfullnel>S.
Treat us like adults rH' don't
giv<• UH the vot<·.
Murray is in a lot of competi·
lion since 1t is a reg1onal
university But it doesn't have
concerts, is not a division 1-A
schcro) and isn 't in a city like
Memph1s, Louisville. or t>ven
Cape Girardeau .
Bt•ttcr visitation could really
add to the ;;tudcnt life at this
Unl\'('1':-.ity.

Who to call ...
tf you have an idea for a news story:
Patti Beyerle........................762-4468

If you have an idea for a feature story:

It you have an idea for a commentary
or would like to submit a letter to the
editor:

Jennifer Jenkins..................762..4480

Marianna Alexander............762-4468

If you have an idea for a sports story:

If you are interested in placing an ad:

Mike Paduano.......................762-4481

Amy Hlcks .............................762-447
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GTAs make professors' lives easier
learn better when they are
taught in a ~eminar type situa·
Staff Writer
tion, while others le.m more by
GTA's are a common topic of sitting down and readinr. a tex·
college conversations, but what tbook, Nesbit said .
are they - new cars from
"We trv to let GTA's find out
Detroit?
what th~ir own learning styles
Graduate Teaching are and maybe see a difference
Assistants are graduate between theirs and others," he
students who are hired by the said.
University to teach labs and
In an attempt to create an
some of the entry-level classes
awareness on how to teach, they
everyorl'e must take.
are given tips on how to comAccording to the graduate municate in the classroom, how
program office, this fall there to build a positive environment
are about 70 graduates from all and are given a chance to ask
of the six colleges who are par· questions about specific areas
ticipating in the graduate that may be troubling them.
teaching assistant program.
Rebecc~ Biggs haS been a
GTA's are given anywhere graduate assistant in the
from $1200 to $5400 per year to English department for the past
teach labs or classes, to work as year and is teaching two sec·
either teaching assistants or lab tions of English 101 this fall .
technicians, or to assist faculty
She said because of her
with their research projects.
teaching responsibilities she
Each year for the- past three has decided to become a teacher
years, GTA's have been invited after she receives her master's
by the Faculty Resource Center degree.
to attend an orientation and
The fact that she has 50 peo·
workshop to enhance their
ple depending on her bas given
teaching skills.
her an added responsibilty in
Doug Nesbit, instructional graduate
school. "I am the one
consultant for the center, said grading the papers and giving
the center tries to give the the lectures," Biggs said.
GTA's hints on teaching
strategy, ways to develop a
Biggs said she likes the fact
positive classroom image and that she has added duties
how to develop lesson plans and because it forces her to manage
course designs.
her time better and get her own
classwork
done in addition to
"We try to offer things we
know are important for any new preparing for the two classes
instructors when they walk into she is teaching.
the classroom," Nesbit said.
Her only complaint is that
One of the ways GTA's are Murray State does not waiver
oriented to the teaching process tuition for GTA's like other colis by studying the learning pro- leges do. "If I were at~nding
cess. They are introduced to the say, SID, they would not charge
Myers-:-Briggs Type IndicatOr me my tuition," Biggs 11ni.i .
which illustrates how some peo- There are also several toreign
students who serve as GTA's
ple learn differently.
For instance, some people while they are at Murray State.
By BRAD CRAFTON

Factory
Discount Shoes

Although most of them apply
independently for their own
assistantships, the foreign student office does what they can
to help them land positions once
they are on campus, said Ruth
Jackson, international student
officer.
One of the big reasons they
try to get GTA positions is
because they can get tuition
waiver:~ to give them in-state
tuition.
" International students have
to pay out-of-state tuition,
but if they get an assistantship
they can pay in-state tuition
which .saves them almost $1000
a semester," Jackson said.
Jackson said some departments are apprehensive about
hiring international students
for some of the teaching posi·
tiona because of the language
problem even though most overcome the language barrier
quickly.
Jackson also said there a re
quite a few non-teaching posi·
tions, especially in the sciences, .
where international students
can get jobs as lab technicians
instead of teaching positions.
The physics department has
an unique situation when it
comes to GTA's. They have a
husband and wife who are both
attending graduate school on
graduate assistantships.
Carol and Wilburn Baltimore
met while he was teaching her
physics lab at Tennessee Tech
University.
"I was in his physics lab at
Tennessee Tech when we met,
but we rlidn't start seein~ Pach
other until the end of the
semester," she said.
Carol teaches as well as
supervises the astronomy labs
and her hushand teaches electronics labs.

Photo by REBECCA COGAN

Helping professors Ia just one of the many functions of graduate
teaching assistants (GTAs). Llj la Wang, a graduate student studying chemistry from the People's Republic of China, Corey
Roberta, a sophomore occupational safety and health major
from Benton and Dina Tucker, a sophomore biology major from
Melber assist professors In the laboratory.

the students give her the same
respect. they w1 •1ld any other
teacher even thou~h she is just
a student.
·

"I don't tell them I am a stu·
dent and I try to act profes·
sional when I'm in class,"
Baltimore said.

Christmas Break in the the Yucatan
Merida Mexico
Dec. 29- Jan. 14
* Academic Credit
* Tours of Myan Ruins
* Cooperative Community
Project
* Weekend Experience in
a Myan Village
* Lectures From Mexican
University Professors
· *Yucatan Marketplace
* Fun & Fellowship

For more information & applications
Contact:
Dr. Steve Jones
762-4629
David Atkinson
753-9859
/

........

.,
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SECURITY

ADMISSIONS

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 3

employs 12 Racer Patrol
officers.
"Hacer Patrol i5 made up of
students," Green said. "Their
number one responsibility is to
patrol campus and escort
students."
Racer Patrol escorts can be
summoned to escort students
anywhere on campus, especially
from Stewart Stadium to the
dorms at night. by calling 2222
or using the call boxes located
in Stewart Stadium .
Green said the six call boxes
in Stewart Stadium have
received relatively little use
and are currently being up·
dated, but should soon be back
in operation.
In his 25-year tenure at Murray State there have been no
murders on campus and only
about seven or eight reported
rapes, Green said.
Green said there have pro·
bably been many more rapes.
but often victims do not come
forwat·d .
' 'We want to know about all
rapes and other crimes on campus because we may already
have information on our hands.
Reporting the crime could help
lend us to the criminal," he
said.
Green said students who are
victims of mpes or other crimes
on campus should report the
crime, but they are not
obligated to disclose their
names.
~iulTa}· State campus securi·
ty would be able to handle a
situation like the one in
Gainesville, he said, if such a
situation at·ose.
"We would activate all of our
people and we would also enlist
the help of state and local
police," Green said .

"If you're missing some of
those components I named,
we'll put you in preparatory
status which means you can't
take more than 13 hours for an
in-state student," Bryan ~aid
MSU does not put out-of-state
students in preparatory classes.
They're not admissible. Admis·
sions puts them into an
associate degree. This is
somebody who has a high ACT
but didn't have the pre-college
curriculum and they didn't
have the rank in class.

7

and 17.5 used to be. But now au
the subject courses - English,
math, t>cience and social science
-have a mean of 18.
Bryan said they also changed
the way they reported it. Now
they are measuring writing
skills and other type of· grammar skills. What this means is
15 on the old ACT composite is
equal to 18 on the enhanced
ACT.

It stays that way until about/
20. Then 20 on the old test is 21
on the enhanced. There is a one
point difference as you go up the
scale.
·

"We look at rank in class. I
think rank in class is a better
figure to use than grade point
"The old test did not do a very
average because we have so
.
good
job on measuring the high
many different scales that are
end or low end. It did a good job
measuring grades. Everybody is
on measuring the students in
so different," he said. "If I use
the middle,'' Bryan " said.
rank in class, I'm comparing
''We're
hoping the enhanced
level performances of students
test will do a good job on both
and I like that."
ends."
Bryan said the biggest
As for the nu~ber of students
weakness in Kentucky students
being admitted into MSU,
is math. The class of 1992 must
Bryan said it will remain about
have Algebra I and II and
the same until 1992. He said he
Geometry.
hopes MSU will continue to at·
"Colleges blame it. on hil:{h
tract junior college transfers.
schools. High schools blame it
Admission~:~ will drop because
on middle school. Middle
schools blame it on elementary. there are not many seniors
It is a combination of every one available. Bryan said MSU is
of those," Bryan said. "We have losing t.he same number of
to put pressure on the high stude~nts to Universitv of Kenschool, put pressure on the mid- tucky or to University of
dle school and put pressure on Louisville each year and also Lo
community colleges.
colleges."
Bryan said one of the
qualifications that have changed in admiSl:lions is the ACT.
Kevin Downs, a biology wildlife major from Clarksville, Tenn ., They have enhanced the AC'T.
escorts Kendra Hedlund, a nursing major from Tucson, Ariz., as
In October 1989, ACT totally
part of his lob n a RRer P8trolman. Escort services are offered changed their testing reports.
by public aafety to Insure campus safety.
Eighteen is the median when 16
Photo by TOM WHEELER

"We lose more Marshall
County students to Paducah
Community College. Over the
last 10 years, this number has
increased," Bryan said. "We're
losing more students to the com·
munity college."

.....,. .
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Isn't it time you joined

RACER RIDERS
Murray St~te's .
Ride Share Program

Call 762-6951 for more information

--
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PEOPLE
Ten Murray State Univer·
sity faculty members were
recognizt>d for 25 years of
service at lhe annual
facultystaff luncheon:Dr. T.
Wayne Beasley, Dr. R.
Wayne Sheeks, Dr. C.
Robert Roulston, Helen H.
Roulston, Dr. William B .
Seale, Thomas Simmons,
Bill E. Burnley, Dr. John
W. Ferguson, Robert W.
Head and Dr. Gordon
Loberger.
Joe Hedges, Murray, has
been named news editor in
the Office of University Information Services. Hedges
has worked with professional
newspapers for 13 years in·
eluding positions at. The
Camden (Tenn.) Chronicle,
The Paris (Tenn.)
Post-lntelligencer. and The
Murray State News.
Hedges will succeed Cathy
Hall who took a po~ition as
director of public relations at
t.he University of
Pittsburg-Bradford.
Dr. Rose Bogal ·
Allbritten, a professor in the
department of sociology, anthropology and social work,
will now coordinate the
social work program on campus. She succeeds Dr. Julie
H. Loving who will continue
as a full-time faculty
member.
Dr. Robert H .
McGaughey, chairman of
the department of journalism and radi()-,television,
was among 20 professors of
advertising invited to attend
the International Newspaper
Advertising and Marketing
Executives Association in
Nashville July 15-18. Approximately 400 executives
attended the meeting.
McGaughey joined the

, Your car will shine so bright you'll need shades!

wREE

sUN<GLA~~E§

MSU faculty in 1969 and
was recently named 1990
Distinguished Professor of
the Year bv the Alumni
Association.·
Dr. Ann Landini, nssis·
tant professor in the department of journalism and
radio-television, wa!l
selected to attend a seminar
on "Basic Layout, Design,
and Graphics'' in Roanoke,
Va. July 29 through Aug 1.
Landini joined 31 newspaper
editors who attended sessions sponsored by the
Southern Newspaper
Publishers Association
Foundation. She has been a
faculty member since 1985
and serves as The Murray
State News adviser.

The auto Laund2p
11 02 Chestnut

Present this coupon when purchasing THE WORKS PACKAGE
for a FREE PAIR OF SUNGLASSES!
(While supplies last)

Come One, Come All
to

MSU Dance Company

Dale Leys, professor of art.
will present solo exhibitions
of his drawings in Lexington
and Cincinnati, Ohio this
fall. His show, "Recent
Drawings by Dale Leys."
will be on display at the
Triangle Gallery in Lexington from Sept. 13 to Oct.
25 and from Nov. 9-30 at
Xavier University in
Cincinnati.

"OPEN HOUSE"
Sept. 20
3:30 p.m.
at the
Dance Studio
behind
Lovett Auditorium

Leigh Landini and Amy
Helm, both of Murray, will
be student writers for the Of.
flee of University Information Services.
Landini, a sophomore journalism major, is assistant
news editor of The Murray
State News, vice president of
the Society of Professional
Journalists and a dean's list
student. She is the daughter
of Dr. Ann Landini.
Helm, a freshman journalism major, participated in
mentorship programs at The
Murray Ledgu and Times
and The Murray State News.
She is the daughter of Ray
and Karen Helm.

For Further
Information Call:
Rosemary Casper
Artistic Director
762-4635
Roy Haynes
Assistant Artistic Director
762·6891

"Food, Fun, Entertainment"
I

Omicron Delta Kappa

SGA,SAA join efforts
to support US. troops
By MELANIE BUCkLIN

Assistant News Editor
The Student Government
Association announced that it
will be joining in a Circle of
Care with the Student Alumni
Association to let the service
men and women in Saudi
Arabia, especially those from
this area, know that people are
thinking of them.
SGA and SAA will be working
to gather the names and addresses of as many service men
and women as possible, and
then set up a network to allow
students to call in and find out
their addresses in order to write
to them.
Bill Benriter, director of food
services, also attended the Sept.
12 SGA meeting and reported
on the status of the debit cards.
Benriter said students would
no longer be able to change
their meal ticket plans, with
the exception of from one size
Board Plan to another. This
can be done on Thursdays
beginning in about a week.
He also said that the Stables
will be opening for lunch from

753-1331

10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m., and
after Sept. 24 food services will
stop printing receipts in an effort to shorten the lines.
Paul Bylaska, director of the
University Budget Office, said
the University has replaced a
number of damaged cards, but
at the student's expense.
He said pouches for the cards
will soon be available as an added protective measure, courtesy
of the University.
Bylaska also said that Water·
field Library is now using the
cards to check out books, and
the University Bookstore will
be using them in the future.
Events SGA is planning
include:
• Tailgate party before the
Sept. 22 football game against
Eastern illinois University.
• Elections for the office of
fi·eshman senator.
• commuter Week from Monday through Friday, Sept. 21.
• Reinstating the Designated
Driver cards.
• A survey comparing MSU
parking to that at other
universities.

--

?{fltiona! Letu!ersli.ip !Honor Society

Fall 1990

The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now
considering qualified students for membership. The preliminary
requirements which must be met for a student to be eligible for
consideration for election are:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Rank in the upper 35% of the class
Junior or Senior standing
One semester in residence at Murray State
Have attained special distinction in one or more of the five
phases of campus life
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

scholarship
athletics
social service and religious activities and campus government
journalism, speech and the mass media
creative and performing arts

Interested students should pick up an application form in Room 207 of the
Business Building or at the Information Desk in the Curtis Center.
All forms must be returned by Friday, Sept. 21, to Room 207 in the
Business Building.
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·Accredited membership to NASAD gives
MSU art department special recognition
By PATRICIA CASH

Staff Writer
Everyone knows that uniqueness in art is important, but
not everyone knows why Murray State University's art
department is unique.
The MSU art department has
a fully-accredited five-year institutional membership to the
National Association of Schools
of Art and Design (NASAD>.
After three years of working
toward accreditation, the art
department received notification of their acceptance last
spring.
"All degree programs in art
are included in the accreditation, which will be considered
for renewal in 1995-96 for a
10-year period," said Melody

Weiler, chairman of the art
'The fact that we can
department.
"NASAD is the only national become a member of
specialized professional ac· t ha t organizatio n
creditating agency for educa·
tional institutions in the visual means that we stack
arts, and only 167 colleges with up against the vefY
art programs in the nation are best'
members," said Gary Hunt,
-Hunt
dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication.
"The fact that we can become Paul Sasso in February 1989.
a member of that organization
"A two-member team of
means that we stack up against visiting evaluators from
the very best," he said.
NASAD- Charles E. Meyer,
Weiler said the process began director of the division of art at
with a consultative visit by Bradley University, and John
James Broderick of the N ASAD E. Schrader, chairman of the
in 1987.
department of art at East Ten·
Next came the se)f.study, nessee State University visited the campus September
completed by faculty members
Camille Serre, Bob Head and 20-23, 1989," Weiler said.

The visit proved beneficial for
Murray State. Based on their
findings, they voted to grant
MSU membership.
Several primary strengths of
Murray State's art department
were cited by NASAD, Weiler
said.
"Among these were a good
faculty and instructional staff
well liked by the student body
for their quality as teachers in
the classroom and as willing
supporters beyond the
classroom, a cooperative
climate at the University with
an excellent team of administrators, an excellent admissions/retention program and
an excellent student body," she
said.
Hunt said the next step in the

improvement. of the department.
is renovations of the facilities
with the $3.5 million authorized by the 1990 Kentucky
General Assembly.
"There is a possibility of additional construction, but flnal
plans have not been made,"
Hunt said. "However, all funds
will go to fine arts areas in one
form or another.

.

"We are very happy to see
what we consider to be an excellent art program receive this
kind of external validation," he
said.
"We are working toward the
establishment of excellence in
eaeh program in the college,"
Hunt said. "Accreditation is
one step in that process."

WITH THIS COUPON
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ONLY $1
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an IBM PS/2

made for every student body.
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50% Off Swimwear in stock
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NEWS&nefs
• NEW HOURS: The accounting offices, second floor of
Sparks Hall, will remain open from noon to 1 p.m. Monday
through Friday in order to provide better service to students.

_[J

• DONATION: The department of agriculture received
$3,600 from Semillas Pioneer, a Spanish branch of Pioneer
Hi-Bred International seed company, to sponsor a graduate
assistant in 1990-91.
The graduate assistant will work in the agronomy depart·
ment of Semillas Pioneer studying nitrogen rates in corn.

• EDUCATION WEEKEND: The National Museum
of the Boy Scouts of America will be open to area teachers
and tbeir families Sept. 14-16 in an effort to promote the
museum's educational benefits. For more information call
Linda Horner at 762-3833.

Sunset Boulevard Music

Dixieland Center No.7 Chestnut Street

753-0113

• INVESTMENT COURSE: The Center for Continu·
ing Education and Academic Outreach is sponsoring a five·
week non-credit course, "Investment Opportunities in Today's Economy," that is designed to aid fu-st time investors.
Part one of the course will be offered every Monday from 7
to 9 p.m. Sept. 17 until Oct. 15 in the Business Building. Part
two of the course will begin Oct. 22. The fee is $25. For more
information or to register call 762-4150.

$

• DRAINAGE WORK; Wayne Harper, associate direc·
tor of grouncla maintenance, said pipes are being installed
which will carry rainwater to Bee Creek in an effort to
alleviate the drainage problems west of Oakhurst.

• ·READING PROGRAM: A program to assist children
in grades one through six with reading will be offered on
Monday and Wednesday from 3:30 to 4:20 p.m., Sept. 19 to
Nov. 28.
Dr. Bonnie Higginson, assistant professor in the depart·
ment of elementary and secondary education, will supervise
instruction which is designed for remediation or enrichment
of reading needs and interests.
The program costs $5 per hour. No child will be turned
down because of a lack of funds. To enroll call 762-2446 or
762-6868. For more information call 762-6868.

I
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• RETREAT: The department of American humanics will
hold its 8th annual fall retreat today and Saturday. The
refi·eat begins at 3:30 p.m. today and continues until noon
saturday.
The retreat is required of students enrolled in Youth Agency Administration 350 and anyone who will be nationally
certified. •
;
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The place ain't fancy,
but it sure is good food!
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MSU to offer bonuses
to fishermen for tags

11

We reach MSU like no one else.

The Murray State News

By ALYSSA HARVEY
Staff Writer

•

Some area sport and commercial fishermen are reeling in
more than just fish when they
make a catch.
Murray State University is
giving an occasional bonus to
fishermen who return tags placed on catfish or paddlefish. commonly known as spoonbill cat·
fish. The payoff is part of a
University research project.

I

"The purpose of the project is
to see who (commercial or sport
fishermen) catches the most fish
and where they <the fish)
travel," said Tom Timmons,
associate professor of biological
sciences
The fish are marked with
orange plastic tags. A needle is
put in. one end of the tag and
poked through the top of the
fish .
Timmons said the process
does not hurt the fish because
fish have a different nervous
system than humans.
0~ the tag, there is an identification number, an address
and telephone number and the
word "reward" printed on it.
The fisherman who catches the
fish should return the tag and
tell how and when the fish was
caught.
"Information is usually taken
over the phone. Then I send
them information about the
study," Timmons said.
People who return tags will
receive information telling
when the fish was released and
how far it traveled before it was
caught.
•

Their name will also be included in a monetary drawing.
One winner will receive $500
and five winners will receive
$100.

•

•

Hours: Monday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Pholo by JOHN BEAtMG

Tim McCutchan, a Junior printing management major from
Evansville, Ind., and Mike White, a sophomore criminal )ultlce
m•)or from lndl•n•polla, Ind., could get •n extra bonus If they
cltch one of the fish MSU Ia using In Ita re...rch prolect.
"We can suggest to the Ken·
tucky and Tennesse agency that
harvest should be restricted,
but it is up to them to make
changes," Timmons said.

The study has also shown how
far the fish travel. Paddlefish
can travel far distances. TimTimmons said no Murray mons said the majority that
State student has caught any of move usually swim more than
50 miles.
the bonus fish.
More than 3,000 fish' have
been marked since the threeyear-old project began.
The project has shown that
most catfish and paddlefish are
caught by sport fishermen, who
fish for fun.
"There are always a lot of
sport fisherman who think the
commercial are catching all the
fish . With our study, we can say
that it ts not true," Timmons
said.
Another reason for the study
is to find out if too many fish are
being caught. Some fish take
seven or eight years to
reproduce, although they can
have a life span of about 25
years.

*Plate Lunches *Catfish Dinners
*Hot Chicken Wings *Breakfast
*Sandwiches ·

Timmons said the fish are
usually found alive, but, there
have .been a few instances
where the fish was found dead.
"If the fish is found dead, it is
not reeorded as being caught,"
he said.
There is also a procedure for
stressed fish, which are those
that hardly move or look as if
they may die.

"If we find fish and they look·
One was caught 360 miles
ft·om Kentucky Lake, which is ed like they are stressed we do
the starting point for the fish. in not tag them," Timmons said.
a river in Arkansas. The
The study was originally
longest distance recorded for a funded by the Kentucky
paddlefish has been 363 miles. Department of Fish and
Wildlife and later by the Ten·
"One was found recently in nessee ~alley Authority .
•Jefferson City. Mo." Timmons
said.
The .Murray State study will
next year as part of
continue
The paddlefish usually grow
another project supported by
to be six feet long and weigh
the Tennessee Wildlife
100 pounds. Their eggs are
Resource Agency.
valuable as a source of caviar.
People who send in tags will
Catfish at·e usually found be eligible for the $500 drawing
about 20 miles from where they to be held next summer.
are set free. The longest
Anyone needing more infordistances recorded have been 49
miles for a blue catftsh and 36 mation on the project can contact Timmons at 502-762-6158.
miles for a channel catfish.
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He died to

take m:vay your sins.
Not your mind.
Yoo don't have to atop thinldns when you walk into
an Episcopal Church. Come and Join ue in an atmoephen where
wth and thoosht exist tosetha- in • epirit of feDowahlp.

The Episcopal Church

Murray woman dies in hospital
A memorial service was held miles east of Murray on Kenfor Cindy Sawicki at 4 p.m., tucky 94 East when her vehicle
Tuesday at the J. H . Churchill was struck head-on by another
Funeral Home
car driven by Charlene R.
Sawicki, 50, secretary to the Hodges of South Fulton, according to police reports.
Faculty Senate, died from in·
She was treated at the
juries sustained in a car acciMurray -Calloway County
dent on Saturday afternoon.
Hospital and later transferred
Sawicki was driving about 4
to Lourdes Hospital in Paducah.

She"'was pronounced dead at
7:45 p.m., hospital officials said.
The family requests that
donations be made to the National Wildlife Federation or to
the MSU Foundation for a
scholarship that is in the process of being established for
non-traditional students.

St.John's Eptaoopal Owrcb
t620W. Main

Holy Eucharist 8 a.m. and 1<>-.30 a.m.
Inquirer's Class 9:15 a.m.

~
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Washing no longer means dime hunting
By AlYSSA HARVEY
Staff Wnter

•

Doing laundry is a different
experience for Murray State
University students this
semester.
New laundry equipment has
been installed by National Coin
Laundry, the new washer and
dryer vendor for Murray State.
"The laundry facilities are
not run by the university. They
are run by an outside vendor,"
said David Blackbum, assistant
director of housing for
operations
Columbus, Ohio-based National Coin Laundry replaced
A.R.A. Solon, wUch had been
the washer and dryer vendor for
Murray State for nearly 10
years. The company's contract
ended Aug. 31.

''We had a contract for three
years and options to extend the
contract after three years,"
Blackburn said.
The contract with A.R.A.
Solon was the reason for the
delay of the installation of the
new machines. The contract
ended after the school year had
started.
It could have taken longer.
but the company decided to
remove the old washers and
dryers before the contract
expired.
"This way they can be runn·
ing by the time school starts if
the contract is new," Blackburn
said.
The hall survey that is b>iven
every year to offer students a
chance to voice their opinions
about variousfacilities at .Mur·
ray State helped to make the

Sept. 14

Rt•trent. Amrrican humanics
Slh annual fallrett'eat begins at

:1:30 p.m. 1:111d continues until

would charge and the
maintenance plan.
"That is more important than
equipment or charge," he ~aid .
The maintenance plan requires the company to maintain
contact with Murray State
three times a week in order to
get a list of machines that need
to be repaired. The repairman
will repair or 1replace the
machine in 24 hours. A repair·
man in Benton was contracted
by the Columbus company to do
the repairs.
"What we want to try to avoid
is a machine staying broken for
two or three days," Blackburn
said.
In spite of the maintenance
plan, certain machines in
Woods Hall have already
broken down.

"People are having to wait in
line because they are breaking
down constantly," said Michelle
Newcomber, a freshman French
major from Mortons Gap.
"They're about the same
basically, but they look better.
We need four machines on each
floor," she said.
The charge to wash clothes is
GO cents. Students will no
longer have to search hlgh and
low for dimes.
"We had students complain
about having to use dimes.
We've had as many people com·
plain about that as the facilities
because there are no dime
changers," Blackburn said.
See WASHING
Paae 13

SUPER SAVER.

CALENDAR
Friday

decision to contract with a new
vendor.
.
Many students who filled out
the survey found the laundry
facilities in the resident hall:;
and College Courts
unsatisfactory.
Blackburn said vendors from
as far as Memphis, Cincinnati
and Georgia put in bids.
Blackburn said even though the
laundry systems do not seem
large when compared to other
universities, the facilities at
Murray State are part of a fair·
ly large operation of more than
200 machines.
"For that reason you don't get
local bidding," he said.
Blackburn said the Universi·
ty was looking for several
qualities in a new vendor. par·
ticularly how much the vendor

Society of Professional Journalists Meeting. 4 p.m. in Room
213 of Wilson Hall . Guest
speaker will be Lt. Col. William
Holden.

noon Sulut·day.

' Satu"""r-=
d.:::.
IY
...__ _ _ ..::S:..::e""p..:.:t·-.:1:..=:5
Football. MSU at Southern II·
linois University, 1:30 p.m.
Senior Citizen Day. Persons 62
and older invited free of c:hargt>
to visit Land Between the Lakes
educational facilities.
Women's Tennia. Third An·
nual Fall Festival Tournament.

Sunday

Sept.16

Women's Tennb. Third An·
nual Fall Festival Tournament
continues.

Monday

Sept. 17

•

Computer Workeh op Con·
ti nue1. "Beginning MSPC
DOS" from 6 to 9 p.m. in Room
209N of the Business Building.
The c:lau ia continued from Sept.
10.
Last Day. Lut Day to drop a
full semester course without a
grade.

Tuesday

Sept . 18

Recital. MSU Faculty Recital
featuring Dr. John Dresaler,
French horn; Eric: Williams,
violin; Dr. Steve Brown, piano
and organ, in the Farrell Recital
Hall of the Doyle Price Fine Arts
Building at 8 p.m. Free
admiaaion.
Laat Day. Laat day to drop a
first half semester class with a
"W" (no penalty).
Laat Day. Lut day to change a
first half semester clus from
credit to audit.
DropfAdd. Drop/Add continues
in Sparks Hall.
GED Te1t. 8 a.m. in the
Counseling and Teating Center
of Ordway Hall. Fee is $10. For
mol\. information call 762..0S51.

Sept. 19
Wednesday
Movie. Pretty Woman, Curris
Center Theatre. 9:30p.m., Sl; 7
and 9 p.m.• $1.50 with MSU ID
and $2.50 without MSU ID.
GED Test. 8 a.m. in the
Counseling and Testing Center
of Ordway Hall. Fee is $10. For
more information call 762·6851.

Thursday
Sept. 20
-......._
Concert. George Carlin in con·
cert in Racer Arena, 8 p.m. Ad·
mission $5 with MSU ID and $8
general admission.
Movie. Cinema International,
/Ud Sorghum, Currie Center
Theatre, 7:30 p.m. Free
admission.

Get a lot at a price that's not. Get Subway's
508 N. 12th
footlong Cold Cut Combo. 3 kinds of meat on
753-1212
fresh baked bread stuffed with free fixin's. It's
the Cold Cut Combo. At Subway.
• •••••• •. • •••• • •••••••••••

Foot long
6"

Only
$1.99
99¢
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WKllS Fe.tivaL WKMS Fall
Friendship Festival begins.
"Believe in the Beet," an on·air
fundraiser, will continue until
800 friends are reached.

ROTC RappeUng. Opportunity
for interested persons to rappel
from 30 foot tower at 3:30p.m. at
the practice football field. Free
admission.
On Campus Interview•. K·
Mart Apparel Corporation
representatives will be in the
Curria Center ballroom from 1 to
4 p.m. to conduct interviews for
business, fashion merchandising
or related m~l'11. To arrange an
interview call the Placement Of.
fice at 762-3735 or 762-3801.
ACf Woruhop. The Edu(.A·
tiona! Talent Sean:h will host an
ACT workshop for students and
adults not enrolled in ac:hool at
10 a.m. in the Educational
Talent Sean:h office in TRIO.

Open Hou se. MSU Dance Com·
pany will sponsot· an Open
House at 3:30 p.m. in the Dance
Studio located behind LoveU
Auditorium.

Information for the weekl.v Calendar should be submitted bv 9 a.m.
Tuesday prior to Friday's publication. Calendar farm~> are ai•ailabll'
in 1J I Wilson.

--
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REIJD[
has a staff of professional hair
designers to give you just the right look
for fall!
Tina Overby-Darnell (Owner)
Michelle Burkeen
Anne-Marie Hale
Protlucts used

and...

Recommended

Sebastian
Matrix
Brocato

Dixieland Center

Diana Thompson (Owner)
Ttrrl Wal8ton
Mtlanlt Jack10n
J::lQ.w:l

Closed Monday
Tuesday • Friday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m
Saturday 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Night Appointments Available
Wak· Ins Welcome

"
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New fall television shows
leave viewers with variety
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Staff Writer

Hey rerun fans, it's time for
the new fall television season.
Don't fret, it only lasts until
December. Here is a list of new
shows to watch on all four of the
networks.
• "D.E.A.,'' Friday, 8 p.m., Fox.
An hour-long action thriller in·
volving the lives and stories of
drug enforcement agents is part
of the new Friday night Fox
lineup. The show is partially
filmed with a hand-held cam ·
corder to add to the realism of
the stories.

• "American Dreamer," Saturday, 9:30 p.m., NBC. Robert
Urich stars as a widower and
former television journalist who
moves to a small Wisconsin
town and starts his own
newspaper column. This comedy is produced by the same
people behind "Family Ties."
• "Parenthood," Saturday, 7
p.m., NBC. This is one of three
new shows adapted from a
movie. Ed Begley ("St.
Elsewhere") stars with William
Windom and Jayne Atkinson.
• "Hogan Family," Saturday,
7:30 p.m., CBS. It is the same
s'how, but on a different network. Jason Bateman and Sandy Duncan are still featured on
the show.

• "Evening Shade," Friday, 7
p.m., CBS. This new half-hour
comedy features some big
names in the entertainment industry. Burt Reynolds, Marilu
Henner and Hal Holbrook are • "Against the Law," Sunday,
just a few of the actors starring 9 p.m., Fox. Michael O'Keefe
in this show about a fictional plays a street-smart lawyer who
quits a big law firm to start his
town in Arkansas.
own style of law.
• "Going Places," Friday, 8:30
p.m., ~BC. A comedy about four • "America's Funniest Peoyoung writers trying to write ple," Sunday, 7:30 p.m., ABC.
television scripts, this show is This show will follow
the newest creation from the "America's Funniest Home
producers of "Happy Days," Videos." It is a comical "Real
"Full House" and "Laverne and People" hosted by Dave Coulier
Shirley."
and Arleen Sorkin.

• "Fre&h Prince of Bel Air,''
Monday, 7 p.m., NBC. Quincy
Jones helps produce this new
comedy. It stars the young rapper Fresh Prince (Will Smith) as
a tough guy who is moved into
the wealthy Bel Air
neighborhood.
• "Law & Order," Tuesday, 9
p.m. NBC. Michael Moriarty
and George Dzundza star in this
show about police and lawyers
on the streets of New York.
• "WIOU,'' Wednesday, 9 p.m.,
CBS. John Shea, Dick Van P~t
ten and Helen Shaver star tn
this television show about
television journalists at a
desperate Chicago station.
• "Cop Rock," Wednesday, 9
p.m., ABC. A breakthrough for
ABC television, this unique and
bizarre show is a cop musical.
• "The Finelli Boys," Wednesday, 8 p.m., NBC. A show about
a close Italian family starring
Chris Meloni, Joe Pantoliano
and Richard Libertini.
• "Babes," Thursday, 7:30
p.m., Fox. Wendy Jo Sperber,
who starred with Tom Hanks in
"Bosom Buddies," joins Lesley
Boone and Susan Peretz playing three obese sisters telling
jokes and trading barbs.

• "American Chronicles,"
Saturday, 8:30 p.m., Fox. This
video travelogue is another
breakthrough idea for television from Fox. The show is written by the same duo who
created "Twin Peaks," David
Lynch and Mark Frost.

• "Hull High," Sunday, 8 p.m.,
NBC. This show is the directing
debut for Kenny Ortega,
choreographer for Dirty Danemg. It is a musical comedy
about high school.

• "Sons and Daughters,"
Thursday, 8 p.m., CBS. An
hour-long drama about a big,
noisy family. Its cast includes
Lucie Arnaz, Scott Planck und
Don Murrav.

• "The Family Man," Saturday, 7 p.m., CBS. This half-hour
comedy features Gregory Harrison as a just-widowed father
with four children and two iobs.

• "The Trials of Rosie O'Neill,''
Monday, 9 p.m., CBS. Sharon
Glesa ("Cagney & Lacey") stars
as a divorced corporate lawyer
who beCC~mes a public defender.

• "Gabriel's Fire," Thursday, 8
p.m., ABC. Starring in a role
created for him, James Earl
Jones plays a former cop who is
convicted of murdering his
partner.

1

POUCE BEAT

'Se-pt.JO_ _ _
field -sobri-ety

te~st.speedin
-.~
g.

5:52 p.m.- A car alarm
was activated at the
stadium. No foul play was
noticed, but the owner could
not be notified because the
permit books were not left in
the public safety office.

running a red light and try-

Sept.9
9:35 p.m.- The White Hall
director reported two males
were prowling around the
hall. No one was found.

4:38 p.m.- A student
reported that hia car had
been egged and his brak~
were filled with water.

12:32 p.m.- Christina
Staples reported a stolen
bike. It was found and
returned to her by 1:15.

ing to elude an officer.
The passenger, Richard
Robertson, also of Murray,
was arrested for alcohol intoxication in a public place.

10:40 p.m.- An open door
was found in the Doyle Fine
Arts Building. Nothing was
damaged or stolen.

Sept. 7
12:03 a.m.- A door of the
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery
was found open. Nothing was
missing or damaged.

Sept. 7
5:37 a.m.- Maj. James R.
Post of ROTC called requesting an officer help him
block off an intersection so
the cadets could run.

3:11 a.m.- Jimmy Dale
Houston, Murray, was stopped and arrested for failing a

3:35 p.m.- Three female
students from White Hall
complained of harrassmenL

WASHING
Continued from Page 12

Douglas Joyce, a sophomore
pre-pharmacy major from Providence, said he has no problems with the change from
dimes to quarters in the
washing machines in Hart Hall.
"You don't have to fool with
the dimes," he said.
Dryer costs will remain 25
cents, but they will only run for
30 minutes. Blackburn said the
vendors had wanted to raise
dryer costs to 50 cents or higher
for 45 minutes or longer of drying time. They managed to
compromi!le.
"They don't dry any better,
but they're not scarred up,"
Joyce said.

Blackburn said the cost for
washing and drying at Murray
State is relatively cheap.
Non-university students have
had to be told not to use the
facilities.
"People come on campus to
use them because they're
cheaper," he said.
Besides washers and dryers,
National Com Laundry is also
installing folding tables in each
laundry facility.
"We hope people won't be as
frustrated with washers and
dryers. They shouldn't break
down like the older equipment
would." Blackburn said.

fll{plia Omicron Pi

•

Has a Crush on you!

We are excited
about our

CRUSH DANCE
• Sept. 17
i
•

SAVE A TREE,
i
RECYCLE THIS PAPER! •

FRIDAY, SEPT. 28, AT 7:30P.M.
$17.50 RESERVED
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT:
DISC JOCKEY RECORDS
PM0N1 Olllll'llloCc:918lW.~Y, MilO AT 101/0 ,..._
AT ntl ... A1111NA IPIQA&.IYIM"'11QCIT Ofi'ICL

WHEI.I.CIWfl TICICIITI AVAL\Il.l MONDAY, 1110110 AT I I/O AM.
AT 1H1 tiU AIIIHAIPIOAL IVIN'IS 11aCIT OMCa

ON SALE NOW!

~

SIU Arena
618·453·5341 •
24 HOUfl HO'LINI

1\

SIUAAENA
PROMOTIONS
PRESENTATION
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ATTENTION MSU STUDENTS
The new owners of the
ORIGINAL SUB & YOGURT SHOP

Subby's

I

Subs-N-Yogurt

Would like to introduce

FREE DELIVERY

NEW MENU

753-SUBS
($3 minimum*}

NEW ATMOSPHERE
full~service

NEW HOURS
8" Submarine•

free refills (in house)
Lite Slda

Kld'a Menu

ltall8n••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 3. 41 Chicken Kaboba Dinner••••••••••••••••••• 3. 7 5
.................. .......,., pnMIIJN ohMie

ICidll and...,..,. ........

MWI .... OIIIIeWIIt

ahaaof;..ora.ea--.

2 GhlciMn .................. and ....

KMoba..·-···············---·-··· ...3. 4 8
...... ···-················..•••••••••••••••••••• 2. 0 5
Veg:l PH•······-·····························..····1.75 Turlley
Ham••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.71

Grilled Turkey•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 3. 3 5 Cttlc....:en

NO lmltatiDn: fNitl elloed tuftley grllecl will onlona, . , - 2 Clhlclk- .....,... ... p1a ..._. ...
~·a......- on allun, well . .. . . _
llll.oe, _ , . ., ,......, CIIGI ...... . - .,......
SMfood Salad Sub•••••••••• ~· ···············.2. I 5 onin"le and . . of ....,. (l.ow-oll ~ Cl Aardl)

.,......

Chicken Salad Sub............................2.15

Turt ey Pita•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .2 .I I
aevarag••

...._,, . . . . .. Oln'OIII, ,....._, - - -.. . -

. . . . .. onlona . . . . . d

*-"" <L--eal Franc:ll Cl

Grilled Ch.... Staak•••••••••••••••••••••••2. I 5 ......,
CoHN••••• - •••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 48
Garden S.led (tr'Mtl u~gst~Mtl•••··············j .II Drinks•....••....•.•....•.•.•.•...••.••••••.•••••........ II
Chef Salad (frMh veptablae anc1 tu~t~ey)..... .2. 0 S ,...., .,... ...,.., 7UP, 1iotDune11n o.w, Dr. ,...., n

NO lmlldori: fNett Ill!\ elloed fl'rtiM llftolft gri'Ad will
onlona, prcMib• cheaea ..wet on a freeh bun, will

..,..,...

Turkey Breamt••••••••.••••.•.•••••.•..•.••.•..• 2 .IS

111M T• (PRII .... on AU. drtMI)
1Cidl • .., undlr ..,. ......

Yogurt

Vegetarlan .........................................2. 11 8m cup

.. a - ..... ~.......

8peclal•••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••..•...••••••••••2. I I
...,,
..,.., • ..... ....
Ham 6 Swlu..................................... z. 4 s
'-" .,.. ..... cNaea
r~~~•lletled w111 tDmetD. 1e11uca. maro and
~ .-c~a~.-uca. Cuc:umt~are. onklne. peppa!Onl, e:..
chee. ~ ~IPI*I III'ICI dried rnuehroome .,. tMIIIIIIIe on

M &a -

11

...... ..,............................................
.
.............................................. 'o•
~

Lg a.~p

····························.··················,· .41
.

Extra a

1 71 Double 111e8L•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1 • 0 0

TMe home...............••.......•.•.•.•.•..••..•4.

Chlpa (plal.n or 8-BQ)•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••10
Waffle cone• ••••••••• ••• ••••••••• •• •• ••••• •••••• 1 • 31 Pickle apear.••••.••..••••..•......•••._.,,._, •••••15
Reg. cone•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••M Extra cneeM..........•••.•........•••••......•.•...10
Plz.za uuce................•........................ .25
Yogurt topplnga................................. .50 Extra aatad dreulng.•..••••••••••••••••••••••25

ANY QUESTIONS?
Dixieland Shopping Center CALL US
•25¢ charge on deliveries under $3.

/ ---

753-SUBS

-:' -----:-~~Pa~ge
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Students at Murray State Unlveralty dlaplay a wide variety of t-ahlrt designs dally. From Earth Day
to Bart Simpson, t-shlrts today are de.tgned to make a statement.

T-shirts help students express themselves
BY SHAWN LOCKMAN
Staff Writer

Like most Americans, I have
a passion for t -shirts.
On August 1, I arrived in
Albequerque, N.M. I had come
to Albequerque to see someone
very exciting.
The ticket in my hand wu
the key. It read. "British
Knights and B.E. T. preaent
the Hammer please don't hurt
'em tour starring M.C .
Hammer."
As I walked through the fli'St
gate of Tingley Colosseum on
the New Mexico State
Fairgrounds, a man wu standing to my left with a large
black gym bag at his feet filled
with t -shirts.
He wu holding up one of the
t-sbirts. He wu saying, "T·
shirts here. $20 inside, $10 out
here."

For one day, I took special
The shirt had a picture of
note of the shirts that people
M.C. Hammer on the front
wore on the campus of MSU.
bordered by the words "M.C.
Hammer" and "Hammer
Many of the shirts J saw had
please don't burt 'em." The
something funny on them back, in a collage of purple and
like Bart Simpson mouthing
yellow letters, said, "Hammer
one of his famous sayings.
please don't burt 'em 1990,"
Others had a more personal
and the title of the hit song by
s.tatement - like the peace
M.C. Hammer "U can't touch
symbol. Then there wu the
this."
venatile white tee that goes
with anything.
I had gone to the concert
prepared to pay $20 for a shirt,
However, the moet predomibut I handed that man a $10 . nant shirts on the campus of
bill, and the Hammer t-shirt
MSU were those with sorority
was mine.
or fraternity letters and those
from special Greek functions.
I had my mind set on getting
a t-shirt from the concert. I
An interesting shirt was the
wanted a souvenir, and the
green shirt commemorating
shirt is a walking advertiseEarth Day made of the nonment that I had been to see one
biodegradable blend of 50 perof the hottest entertainers.
cent polyester and 50 percent
cotton.
At Murray State University,
we wear shirts that make us
Mel Sullivan, a senior math
laugh and make us think.
major from Mayfield, said he

-----

..

likes his t -shirts to say
something.

reminds me of the places I
have been before."

H you are a real tee freak,
"I am not going to wear · designer Giorgio Annani is
something that does not make
planning on releuing cotton,
a statement about something cotton-linen and silk-linen
that is worthwhile," he said.
shirts next summer ranging
John Dalton, a senior from $100·$300.
business administration m~Yor
At a little more affordable
from Mayfield, said most of his
rate,
Axis will introduce cott·shirts have · been given to
ton tees with 1940s photos of
him, but be alao likes his
shirts to be about something athletes on them with prices
ranging from $24-$28.
he likes.
According to a recent survey
"I like to wear shirts that by the Nike Shoe company, tportray my attitude. I don't
shirts represent a $2.6 billion
want to wear a shirt that deals
a year business.
with something I don't agree
with," Dalton said.
Whatever your pass1on tor
tees may be, whether it be to
Michelle Keefe, a junior com·
make you laugh or to make
munications major from
you . think, you have become
Clarksville, Tenn., said she
part of one the biggest trends
likes t-shirts from places she
in the country.
has visited because " it

-
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CARLIN

AAAAACHOOOO!
Allergies cause
discomfort for
MSU students

tivf. Ht Ct»tWt..l

By JENNA NEWTON
Staff Writer

Achoooo! It is allergy season
in the Golden Rod State.
Ragweed, pigweed, and yes,
goldenrod, are pollinating and
many Murray State University
students are feeling the effects.
If you are tired of red eyes, a
runny nose, breathing problema
and all the other symptoms
allergies cause, there are many
.places in Murray to seek relief.

.

Janet Ashby, a nurse at the
Allergy and Asthma Clinic of
West Kentucky located on
Highway 641 north in Murray,
said this time of the year is par·
t4cularly bad for people who are
allergic or sensitive to certain
Photo inustratiOn by JOHN BERNING
weeds in our area.
Like the changing of leaves, allergies come with the new fall
season. The Allergy Clinic of West Kentucky treats several MSU

Ashby said many weeds that students.
cause allergies pollinate bet- because they spend a lot of time
ween late summer and the first outdoors walking to classes.
frost.
"We treat a large number of
Murray State students," Ashby
"Allergies are triggered by said. "Many of those students
airborn pollen and mold
are already taking il\)ections for
spores," Ashby said. "When their allergies and we just keep
people have no immunity to t he their vaccine here for them and
particles, outward allergy sym· they come in for their vaccine
toms occur."
injections."
Ashby said mild symptoms
"This has been a particularly
bad season for ragweed can be treated with an·
allergies . because the ragweed tihistamines and
counts were very high this decongestants, asthma and
respiratory problems can be
year," Ashby said.
treated with inhalers and
She said ragweed is serious allergies can be treated
flourishing this fall because so with vaccines.
Cathy Price, head nurse at
much rain fell in the area last
Student Health Services, said
winter.
this allergy season does not
Ashby said allergies are com· seem any worse than the ones
mon among college students in recent years.

Price said Student Health
Services can give students up to
a three-day supply of mild
allergy medication such as antihistamines and
decongestants.
"For long·term allergy problems we refer students to our
two doctors who come to Health
Services every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday morn·
ing," Price said.
Price said students who require frequent injections for
their allergies are referred to
area doctors for treatment.
"Preventive measures such as
living in an air-conditioned
dorm or apartment and taking
medication can prevent an
allergy from getting serious,''
Ashby said.

lloruloy
11&~&·Jp.m.

2'1Me•• Fri.

11==--

4-lp.m.
CloNd SruultJy

SPECIAL GUEST DENNIS BLAIR

Thursday, Sept. 20
at
8 p.m..
.,
In
Murray State
Racer Arena
Ticket Price:

DINING EMPORIUM

eOJFffis~......____
'-

- Quickerburger
-TunaRoll
• Turkey & Swiss
all with /Ha
$2.00
- Gumbo & Salad $8.26
- Shrimp Po' Boy
with tHe• $4.15
/_......__

MSU Students with
Validated ID $5
General Public $8
Tickets on sale at
Student Activities Office,
1st Floor Curris Center, MSU
Terrapin Station, Murray
Disc Jockey Records, Ky. Oaks Mall
Video Elite, Hopkinsville

No Reserved Seats Available
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Cable TV brings world, variety to campus
Ferguson said. "In other words,
By ERIC WALKER
they don't receive monthly bills
Staff Writer
for cable.
Movies, news, sports, situa·
tion comedies and soaps are
"When the students leave
right at your fingertips . school and cancel their
Nowadays, it is hard to imagine subscriptions, we return their
life without cable television.
deposit or, if they decide to
leave school early, we give areTo some people, generally fund on the remaining days left.
teachers and parents, cable TV in the semester."
in a student's dorm room is
Ferguson said on-campus
nothing but a hindering distrac·
tion to a young person's educa- students do not have to pay for
tion. But to a student, it is a cable installation, unlike offmeans of escape from the trials campus students and other
and tribulations of college life. subscribers.
"There is a $20 'hookup fee'
However, in order to ex- for students who live off·
perience this escapism, a stu- campus," she said. "They are
dent must. first have cable, treated like any other Murray
unless his idea of getting away resident."
from it all means watching a
Lochie Hart, an employee at
snowy picture of "Masterpiece
Theatre.''
Murray Cablevision, said on·
campus residents, as well as off.
"You really don't have much campus, pay the same amount
of a choice," said Lori Davis, a for cable, yet each individual
sophomore elementary educa· case is different.
tion major from Madisonville.
"Students, both on and off.
"If you want to watch TV, you
campus, pay the same amount
have to buy it."
for cable," Hart said. "But onBurnette Ferguson, general campus subscribers pay all at
manager of Munay Cablevi- once."
sion, said the prices in the dorm
''The basic cable costs $16.94,
rooms vary, depending on the but with a remote control, the
services which are offered and price goes up to $18. Plus, if a
when the students order cable. student gets special channels,
Ferguson said the cost for a the price would go up some
more.' ' she said. "It just
semester decreases daily.
depends on what you get."
"When the students come and
order the cable service, they pay
"Forty-five to 50 percent of
for the whole semester," the students who live in the

dorms sign-up to receive cable,"
Ferguson said. "That's about 10
to 12 percent of the all-around
cable subscribers."
Forty-three channels are of·
fered on Murray Cablevision,
excluding Home Box Office,
Showtime, Cinemax and The
Disney Channel, which make
up Murray Cablevision's
special services.
"We offer more services, for
legs money, than anyone else in
the west Kentucky region.''
Ferguson said.
"MTV, ESPN, soaps and
movies, all these channels are
different to meet the different
people's needs," Ferguson said.
"I guess this is the age of television and computers, so kids
haven't been without a TV."
Charla Sanders, a junior nursing m!ijor from Gilbertsville,
said students need television to
make life a little easier.
"After a tough day, it just
brightens up the room when
you come in and turn on the TV
when there's nothing to do,"
Sanders said.
"TV does interfere with my
studies, sometimes.'' she said.
"I watched The Shining one
night and forgot to do my
homework."
One complaint students have
is the cost of cable. Both
Sanders and Davis agreed cable

Pholo by REBECCA COGAN

Tammy Rickard (foreground), a freshman social work major from
Princeton, tries to hook up cable In her dorm room wtth the help
of Gina Sarbo, a freshman child psychology mator from
Louisville.
prices are too expensive,
"When you have to pay $300
especially for college students.
for books and other things, it
"I don't like having to shell puts a dent in your pocketbook
out $88 all at once, when you to pay for cable all at once,"
get it," Sanders said.
Davis said.

Piggly Wiggly
Open 24 Hours
Monday- Friday
7 a.m. - midnight
Saturday and Sunday
. .,

Premium
Saltine
1 lb. box

Bryan Juicy
Jumbo Welners

$1.79 lb.

89¢
French Made
~~.~-~Dell Cream
...,·
...
Pies
' '~:....·

Chocolate,
'· ;: ;.~. ·. Coconut, lemon

.
c.·

. ·..
. ~~ '

Grapes
White and
Red seedless

99¢ lb.

$2.99 ea .

\ f.

,,.,.

South 12th Street
and Glendale

·-

At these prices,
you can always
afford to PIG OUT

753-9616

-

..

..

.0. . .,.··f·:·..STRATEGIC. PLAN ·.· ."( ::. -~- ~

. ..

.'

Continued from Page 1

By BRAD CRAFTON
Staff Writer

Student11 that returned to
campus with their radio dials
tuned to WZZF-FM in
Hopkins··ille may have gotten a
big surp1 ise.
The pvpular top--40 station
has cha·.1ged its name and its
format -luring the summer.
Formerly known as Z-100, the
station now goes by the name of
KOOL-100 and plays what
they term as golden oldies hits from the 1950s, '60s, '70s
and early '80s.
The change came after
research showed the station
was catering to a very narrow
audience of listeners from the
wrong demographic group. In
fact, general manager Glenn
Buxton said the station had
gone bankrupt and was taken
over by the ownership during
the transitional period.
''We had the wrong type of au.
dience. It was skewed to a very

young audience and the station
had gone bankrupt," Buxton
suid.
He said although the station
did very well in the Murray
area, local advertisers in the
Hopkinsville area were
withdrawing ads because they
were not satisfied with the au·
dience they were reaching.
The move leaves only one
top-40 station that can be easi·
ly received in the Murray area.
WDDJ-FM 97 in Paducah is
the only station that has a
college-oriented style.
Kent Crider, WDDJ program
director, said 97 FM's main
competition came from radio
stations in Carbondale and
other parts of southern lllinois,
and the change probably will
not mean a large increase in
listenership.
"They had a different audience they were trying to
target and were playing slight·
ly different music," Crider said.
Crider said Z-100 played

subgoals, at its next quarterly
meeting in November.
"The Board of Regents has
certainly been given the oppor·
tunity to review the development of the plan at all stages
and make any suggestions it
Lawson said she expects the wanted," she said, "but it could
Board of Regents to approve still make some changes at this
these goals, along with their point."

more album-oriented rock and
would play heavier music like
Guns N' Roses and Poison during the day whereas 97 FM has
gotten away from playing that
type of music except for the very
late hours.
"Our advertisers told us they . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....
I
weren't going to pay for advertising if we were playing heavy
music in the day," Crider said.
WNBS of Murray is another
golden oldies station in the area
but they said they were not con·
cemed with the switch even
though KOOL-100 is playing
an identical format , The only
concern might be the fact that
they are on the FM channel
Murray
while WNBS is on the AM side.
753·6745
"Anytime you have a new station with a similar or exact format, there is going to be some
competition," said Gary
Powley, program director for
WNBS. "But we can compete
:-?.
because we are strictly local,
featuring local news, events
~
and sports."

Pikes 'Pig Out' for fifth straight year
Maria Fuquay, a junior in the
campus, said Brian Chandler,
Alpha Gamma Delta sorority,
president of the fraternity.
received t his year's Pike
"We hold it as a kick-off for Princess title.
The Pi Kappa Alpha Lodge the semester. It's like a mixer to
This year's event was more
was the site of the fifth annual introduce the Pikes," Chandler
successful
when compared to
Pike Pig Out on Sept. 8.
said.
past Pig Outs, Chandler said.
"This was one of the most sucThe Pig Out is a chance for Pi
Activities at the Pig Out inKappa Alpha fraternity cluded volleybaJI, a line dance, cesaful Pig Outs we've ever had
members to int r oduce barbecue and the Pike Princesa as far as tum out is concerned,"
. he said.
themselves to the sororities on competition.
By KRISTIE HELMS
Assistant Campus Lite Editor

"We want faculty and staff to
support the plan, work together
and feel as if they are really a
part of the University," she
said.

""---- -~,

Suntanning
Unlimited

Keep that summer toni
10~ discount to all
MSU students
$30 for one month
$25 for 300 mnutes
S40 for 600 mnnes

CHEERLEADING
INTEREST
'MEETING
AU Guys and Girls

interested please come
to this meeting.
*Information
on cheerleading
clinic for
try-outs will be
given out at
this time.

Sunday,
Sept. 16
at· 7 p.Dl.
in the

Curris Center
Theatre
_......_,_

.,
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~S'P£ci:u::.-·•1.sa
Wednesday
Luncheon
at the

Wesley Foundation

-··
$1.10

located next to Mason Hall

...................

S1.50

100 -ltem:Fooi13ar
Special $3.99 witfi coupon
~zyires Sept.

Photo by RI!BECCA COGAN

Louie's Steal(
1fouse

Jill Doty (far left), a Junior physical education major from Hoopeston, Ill., Tina Bryant , a eenlor
education major from Louisville, Julie Leachman, a senior art major from Louisville, and Deanna
Pratt, a junior nursing major from Sikeston, Mo., enjoy lunch and conversation In the T-Room.

Racer restaurants rated
for ·selection, ambiance
By LORI SHAIN
Staff Writer

You are sitting in class when
your stomach begins to grumble
and the hunger pangs hit.
When class ends you decide to
grab a bite to eat. Where do you
go?
Murray State University of·
fen a variety of placM for their
studenta to dine, using their
meal carda or cash. For many,
the choice is a matter of conve·
nienc:e and time, 'while others

pn!fer to eat at a place that
serves quality fooda as well as

'I just wish they'd get
more healthy food ... '
- Naughton
you all you can eat for $2.50. so
when they do have something
good you can gorge yourself. 1
give Winslow a three."
Howevet·, many students said
Winslow is not the place to eat
on campus for several reasons.

Becky Naughton, a junior
public relations major from
" In Win.alow Cafeteria, you Missouri, said she does not eat
get mon! for what you pay for at Winslow because of the
with your meal plan," aaid unhealthy foods served there.
Chri• Banip.r, a eophomore
" Winslow doesn't offer much
math ~ from JackJon, Fla. on their salad bar, and they
Winslow is located on the serve too much greasy food,"
west side of the residence hall she said. " l just wish they'd get
complex. It features an all·you· more healthy food and serve
can-eat tt·aditional cafetet·ia more of a vat·iety of food."
line with hot e ntrees and
B ,. u c e T h u r m o n d . a
vegetables and a salad bat·. It is
ope n Monday through Friday sophomore chemisty major from
fot· brea kfast, lunch and dinner, Murray, said he agt·e es
Winslow should serve healthiet·
and on Saturday and Sunday
foods.
for brunch and dinner .
"The food at Win.alow is too
"1 give Winslo'" an eight on a undercooked and a lot of it is
scale of one to 10. with 10 being
junk food that is not soocl for
the best, for cafeteria food . I'd you. You need healthy food," he
give it a two on a scale of fine
cuisine dining though," Bat·· said.

quantity.

"This is the '90s," Naughton
said. "They should be more up·
dated. We're not paying $600
each for greasy food all the
time."

•·igar said.
Matt Walker, a sophomore
journalism major from Boon·
ville, Ind., said he also believes
the place to eat on campus when
looking for a good buy for your
money is Winslow.
''l didn't think there was a
good place t o eat on campus, but
you get your best buy at
Winslow," Wa lker said. " You
have a 50-50 cha nce of getting
good food there, so I give it a six
on a scale of one to 10. They do
se•·ve good chicken sticks
though."
"The only thing that makes
Winslow worth the money is
breakfast," said Jayson
Roberts, a freshman marketing
major from Benton. ' 'They give
.-,..

.z.-

•

Fast Track, located on t he
not-th side of Winslow, is design·
ed for students in a hurry. Food
such as bot dogs, barbecue, cold
sandwiches and chips are sold
the1·e.
''The only problem with Fast
Track is it only offers unhealt hy
foods t hat make it really hard to
stick to a good diet," Naughton
!'laid.

-

Hart Deli, located on the first
floor of H arl Hall, h; a lso
designed for students that want
to grab a light meal in a huny.
The deli features many of the
...

--

· same items as Fast Track, as
well a s fresh pizzas.
The Thot·oughbred Room,
known by most as the T-Room,
is a favorite of many students
fot• breakfast and lunch. The T·
Room is located on the second
floot· of the Cua'l·is Center and
offers anything from homecook·
ed meals to burget·s and salads
by the ounce. It is open for
bt-eakfast and lunch Monday
through Friday; however. Tt'OOm authorization is required
fot· 11tudents with the boat·d
plan.
"The T-Room offers more
healthy food . lt has a good salad
bar, ft·esh fruit, and they cook
your food there for you while
you wait," Naughton said. " If it
were open at night, I'd probably
eat thet·e all the time. I give it a
10."
Most students agree that the
favol'ite dinner spot on campu~
is the Stables, located on the
lit·st floot· of the Curris Center.
At the Stables, students can eat
fresh hand-patted burgers,
french fries and homemade
soups while watching theit·
favol'ite televis ion shows on a
wide screen TV.
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406 N. 12th St.
Murray

753 -2244

Head For

THE TROPICS
and get 200,.0 OFF
Any Tanning Package
(with MSU I.D .)

Lube, OD. $11Dter
• C'weete Woatlaa
• Dndlioi4GG

·Add aptoSqtii.Dft'aG
• " " ' Pll:eRGa8 oG tu.ter

$10 48

FRONT-END
ALIGNMENT

• ALL ADJOSTABt&
AJIICKD 1ft TO
JIAllfUI"AC'ftJilER'B
08IGINAL
SPECD'ICA110N8

• NO IIZ'l'RA aiARG£ Pea
CAitSwnBJ'ACI'OKY
Alll <a 'l'QIURON BAR8

$24 95

"The only thing that makes
the Stable~ bette•· than the TRoom is the big sct·een TV,''
Roberts said. "Other than that.
the food is basically the same. I
fitill give it a seven though." •
Christy Lucas, a freshman
nursing major from Han·isbut·g.
lll., said, " I like the Stables
because they serve hamburgers,
but not like the ones at
McDonalds."
" You know it's good because
of the long line outside every
night. There's a better at·
mos phe r e th e re t han a t
Winslow," Lucas said.
Fina lly. for the student with
the sweet tooth, there is the
Sugar Cube. lt is located on the
second floor of the Curris
Center, ser ve!; fresh baked
cookies, frozen yogurt, fudge
and ot ht:r treats .

...
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Lightning
hits WKMS

GErliNG TO DOW YOU...

~~.s > rn.W.

, a.nd. ~6 ~
Murray's Nearly New
~

By PATRICIA CASH

NAME:

Marl< Mansfield
CLASS:

Sqmmore
IIA.JOR:

&Sness
HOMETOWN:

Owensboro, Ky.
MY FAVORITE THING ABOUT IISU:

, like the people, atmosphere and location. It's close
to the lakes and stuff."
IF I COULD CHANGE ONE THING AT MSUc

'Better food line... It take so long with the new meal
tickets."
Graph•c by ROB WILK£ASON, JENNIFER J£NKINS
end TOM WHEEL'!R

MSU station adds staff
Anthony Parham, of Union
County, is WKMS's operations
Assistant Campus Life Editor
trainee managing satellite
WKMS, a National Public transmissions. He also will proRadio affiliate on Murray State duce news features.
University's campus, recently
Hemesath previously worked
added to it.s staff.
for both radio and television
Shari Hemesath, of Nor- stations including WEEK-TV,
thbrook, Dl. will locally host in Peoria, Ill., an NBC affiliate.
the "Morning Edition," a news
Parham is a journalism,
magazine show which is beard radio-TV major at Murray
Monday through Friday from State. He has volunteered at
5:30 to 8:30 a.m.
WKMS for three years and has
Hemeeath also will report. and also worked at WNBS-AM in
produce features for the station. Murray since 1987.
By KRISTIE HELMS

Aan . . . Ailll

Staff Writer
Lightning never strikes the
same place twice, or so we
thought.
Mother Nature took yet
another stab at 91.3
WKMS-FM on Murray State
University's campus on Aug.
29, proving the old adage
wrong.
"Two years ago, on August
21, 1988, lightning struck the
WKMS transmitter at Land
Between the Lakes," said Kate
Lochte, promotion development
airector for WKMS.
When the lightning struck
again this August , the
transmitter was not hit.
This time the transmission
line, which conveys the radio
waves that the transmitter
generates to the antenna, was
burned and destroyed by the
brief storm, Lochte sl\id.
"The transmission line was
struck at approximately 4:40
p.m.," Lochte said. "This caused the station to lose power in
the middle of National Public
Radio's broadcast of 'All Things
Consid€ ted'."
When the station loses power,
as it did on Aug. 29, station
.vorkers try to get back on the
air on remote, she said. H this
does not work, an engineer iB
dispatched to the site at Land
Between the Lakes.
" Estimated cost of replacement is about $12,000 not including labor, but these repairs
were completed Sunday afternoon, Sept. 9," Lochte said.
WKMS resumed broadcasting
a t 9:50 p.m. on Sept. 9.

./

Today's Fashions
Yesterday's Price

Open:

..

Monday-Friday 9:30a.m.-4:30p.m.
Saturday 9:30a.m.-2p.m.

753-4087

Court Square

..................................
All Ray - Bans
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n. ................-

20°/o Off.
plus $5 off with
this coc.pon
Explrtt Marc' 71 lt91

Summers Optical

Olympic Plua .

'1&3-'1088
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Discount ,fi.a..-ma.cy

0 j,
•\f 25% off

by Bausch & Lomb

Good through
September
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Donna Porter
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Flatliners brought to life by terrifying plot
Death is newr a pretty thing.
but you wquld never know it
from wafch\ng Flatlim>rs. The
scenes of life after death are
~omething to see with both
their beauty, and later. their Sutherland of Flashbackl look·
ing Qutside nnd declaring, "To·
horror.
That certainly doos not mean day is a good day to die."
this film is all for the eye!! and
No, suicide is not on his mind.
not for the brain. Flatlin<'rs also
possesses an intelligent script Instead, he wants some of his
that leaves no stone unturned classmates to shut down his
in the operating room or the brain waves for one minute on
the operating room table. then
afterlife.
It begins with medical school bring him back to life so he can
student Nelson (Kiefer share his afterlife experiences.

REVIEW

A.Cpha Omicron Pt
is honored to have

Brian Chandler
as our

1990-1991

AOfl
Guy

This goes so well at first that
fellow fltudents Lobraccio
<Kevin Bacon of Tremors ),
Rachel (Julia Roberts of Pretty
Womanl and Joe <William
Baldwin, Alec's younger
br<»ther) also want to "die'' and
even bid for how long they can
stay under.
That is before Nelson has visions or a classmate he taunted
in grade school. This kid has
followed Nelson back from
death. He even assaults him:
leaving his face flcarred enough

0

~,.-,., .,

to cause .suspicion as to whether

all this dying is a good idea.
There is not much difference
between the afterlife visitations
in Flt1tliner~> and the dream .se·
quences of the Nightmare on
Elm Street series. No razorfingered killers here, just
demons from the students' collective pasts.
Nothing exemplary about the
acting, but nothing truly terri·
ble either. Director Joel
Schumacher knows a thing or
two about handling young
casts, as he showed with St.

Elmo 's Fire and The Lost Bo\"s
He shQws it once again here: ·
The one glarin~ problem is
neat· the end of the picture. The
pace slows down. The plot gets
unnecessarily confusin~. ThP
conclusion i!i1nol bold enough to
give ~:~orne characters what they
de~erve.

That is not enough to keep me
from recommending Flatliners.
[t is an ingenious thriller that,
until the end. does not fail to
satisfY.
-Jon Futrell

DISCOUNT
Q
C 0 MPUTE R S , ... :.ii~-

r.-=·atl~
·~ALL SYSTEMS BUILT TO ORDER!

~ .;

·~

Basic system, 640 KB RAM 1 floppy
$455
Basic system with 2 floppy drlues
$538
$755
Basic system with 20 MEG HO
With wordprocesslng, spreadsheet software.
All come with keyboard and amber monitor.

PRINTERS

.F. ~ F·1.
1

nenus or anu y

Near letter quality printer
$209
letter quality printer
$329
Printers come with 6 ribbons and cable.

386 System
Letter Quality Printer
80386SH-16 Mhz Motherboard
6 Ribbons, Printer Cable
1 MEG RAM, 40 MEG Hord llisk
1-1.44 MEG Floppy Disk
\ \ ) ~ 1 000 Sheets of Peper
Rnd 25 Floppy Disks
UGR Color Monitor
'

$1995
Call Tom at 762-4217
BOH 8181 Woods Hall

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

$25 off

-- .

S10 off

on the purchase of any
on the purchase of any
computer
printer
offer void after 10/01 /90
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
,
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Project links classrooms
at MSU to local college
By ALYSSA HARVEY

Staff Wnter
Imagine sitting in a classroom
where the teacher is giving a
lecture via telephone lines from
a different location.
It may ~ound like something
from a SCience fiction novel, but
it is actually a pilot. project between Murray State University
and Paducah Community
College.
"It was made to serve small
groups. By combining them you
make a complete class," said
Robert Lochte, assistant professor of journalism and
radio/television.
The first noticeable thing
about the system is the
slowness of movement on the
television screen.
Lochte said the entire television signal will not physically
transmit through the telephone
wire. It has to be compressed
through the telephone line. To
bring it out the other side it has
to be re-expanded.
"The loss of motion is really a
by-product of that compression
and expansion process. Most
people usually get used to the
slow motion within a few days,''
he said.
Lochte said if it were a football game being shown it would
be impossible to watch because
there is a lot of motion involved
in football.
"In a classroom setting you do
not have that much motion. It. is
kind of odd at first, but you do

get used to it. It's sort of like homework assignments back to
watching TV," he said.
the teacher.
Another unusual aspect of the
Dick Usher, a professor of
system is students must speak elementary and secondary
up in class.
education, said there have not
"There are more problems been many problems with his
with sound than there are pro· class.
blems with picture.'' Lochte
"I think we have done a desaid.
cent job. The biggest problem I
There are three microphones. have had has been in hearing.
One covers the instructor and Last week's class went without
two cover the classroom. They a single glitch," he said.
are all voice activated and set at
Teachers are advised to visit
normal hearing range fot· the their transmitting and a·eceiv·
human ear. Three additional ing classrooms. .Five teachers
mtcrophones are on the teach classes from Murray
instructor.
State and one course originates
Students may sometimes hear from Paducah.
There are currently six
a whooshing noise due to setting the microphones at a sound courses that use the hook-up inlevel which is perceived as cluding accounting, nursing
background noise.
'
and education courses.
One of the purposes is to make
"Any sound that is louder
than that background noise will it as easy as possible for the
trigger the microphone," teachers to teach classes as they
Lochte .said.
usually do. Lochte said an adThere are four television vantage of the classes is
cameras. Two cover the instruc- eliminating travel.
tor and the class. One acta like
"We are always looking for
an electronic blackboard where more ways to get MutTay
copy can be put and shown on classes off campus," he said.
"Think of TV the same way as
camera. The professor can use a
felt tip marker to draw on the a telephone only we see each
copy. The fourth camera is aim- other and talk to each other,"
ed at the blackboard and the Lochte said.
slidescreen.
. The six-month trial run began
"If an instructor uses slides or June 1 in conjuction with a
filmstrips normally in a class donation for the use of South
they can do those slideshows Central Bell telecommunica·
just like they do," Lochte said.
tion lines. The cost to install a
A fax machine is used so the
See LINK
tea£her can send handouts to
Page 24
stuf ents and students can send
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WITII TBU COUPON

14K GOLD HERRINGBONE
OR ROPE 18" CHAIN a 7"
BRACELET

ONLY$99

1
'

Julie's Family
Restaurant •

10% off with this coupon Sept. 14 tbrouah 21

0 en 7 da s a week

Intramurals. Sports Clubs. Fitness...
WE GOT IT AILI
Check out these Fall highlights

Noon-Sp.m Monday - Friday

Deadltne

Twilight SoftbaJl
Flag Football
Coed Basketball
Wallyball
Run For the Racers (Homecoming)
Preseason Basketball
Coed Volleyball

Sept. 19
Oct.
4
Oct. 25
Oct 25
Oct. 26
Nov.
1
Nov.
8

Going camping or hiking?
Come see us first.
We have all the supplies you need
available for rent.

Many more activities Avatlable--just ask us

SWEAT PLUS
Monday - Fnday
Racer Arena Floor

$2/class

Tuesday & Thursday
South Gym

6p.m. - 7p.m.
$2.50/class

12:15p.m. - 12:45p.m.

Oreal aerobic opportunity ...try it out.
Watch for flyers in your residence hall concerning
RA CEROBICS ••• those classes beginning soon!

1M COMPLEX uLIGHTS ON" SCHEDULE
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday 7p.m. - llp.m.
Field lights on for your practice convenience.

WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE
CALL OR SfOP BY FOR MORE INFORMATION:
101 CURRIS CENTER

762-4458 or 762-6791

.

Tired of hamburgers and fast food?
Try some home cooking at Julie's,
FREE DRINK WITH VALID MSU I.D.
Sout h 12th Street/also
753-5101
South 641

Leisure
Connection

Actlyity

I

We also have crafts, buttons and balloons
available for individuals or
organizations.

Gameroom:
9a.m. - 11 p.m. (Monday - Friday)
12a.m. - 11 p.m. (Saturday & Sunday)
Enjoy Video Games & Ping Pong
also Billiards - 2~ per minute
Bowling - 70~/80( per game
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Old ukulele strikes chord
in music-loving siblings
By JENNIFER JENKINS
Campus Life Editor

When Claudine Bradley ven·
tured into the dusty antique
shop in her homestate of Illinois
and stumbled across an old
ukulele, she knew it would be a
gift her older sister Naoma
Williams would enjoy.
But Bradley said she had no
idea that Christmas gift would
spark such a love for antique in·
struments in her sister - a love
that through the years would
strike a chord in the siblings
who previously thought they
had little in common .
Aft.erall, 66-year-old Bradley
said she was the tomboy in the
family, while Williams, two
years her senior, was t rue to her
gender, playing with dolls while
Bradley used marbles to play
" keeps" with neighborhood
Photo by AOI WILKERSON
boys.
Then, after college, they
Naoma Williams performs at the Wrather West Kentucky again chose separate paths.

Museum with her alater Claudine Bradley. The siblings found a
common bond through their love of antique Instruments.

Williams chose to stay at home
and raise a family. Bradley
chose a career in government
They said they wondered if they
would ever fmd a common bond.
Bradley said she never guessed a ukulele would bring the
sisters together.
When Williams saw the
ukulele, the former piano
teacher said she wanted to
learn more about the instru·
ment and others like it, and her
sister joined her on the quest for
hybrid , or non·tradition al,
instruments.
Researching the instruments
was not enough to satisfy their
passion for the antiques, they
said. So, with patience and good
ears, they taught themselves
how to play the period pieces.
''We both gravitated toward
playing together," Bradley
said. "We went from t hat first
u k u l ele to about 70
instruments."

Those instruments, as well as
the sisters clad in long black
dresses, were part of an exhibit
and program entitled
"Promises to Keep" that be,gan
Sept. 7 at the Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.
With a mixture of music and
comedy, the women entertained
an audience of about 50 people.
They played songs that had the
crowd tapping their toes, hum·
ming and flashing each other
looks t h at s park led with
"remember whens. "·
That audience response, the
sisters said, is part of the magic
of their show, which is perform·
ed at schools, parks, organiza·
tiona} meetings and historic
programs.
"We're slowing down a little
now," Williams said. "But we
hope to continue longer, as long
as we can get around."
And knowing the sisters, that
is a 'promise to keep.'

Part-time musician relishes
finding magic in her music
By JENNIFER JENKINS
Campus Life Editor

Photo by MARTY LINSON

Several atudents participate In the MSU Dance Company.
.Some students aald dancing In the company helpa them express themselves.
•

Company dances its wa
into hearts of students
By KRISTIE HELMS

Assistant Campus Life Editor
A love of movement, ex·
pression and rhythm has
brought together a variety of
Murray State University
students, ranging from
theater to engineering ma·
jors, to form the Murray
State University Dance
Company.
''Dance makes me aware,"
said Jillian Schneider, a
junior theater major from
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. "Since
I've been dancing, I've
become more aware of my
movements and expressing
myself through more ways
than talking."
Although she had never
previously danced,
Schneider gained the con·
fidence to begin when she
became aware of the com·
pany while working behind
the scenes in one of the com·
pany's previous productions.

"Even if I do dance and I
look horrible, at least I'm
still doing it," Schneider
said.
Dancing can also help the
students in their academic
life, said Laura Pugh, a
senior art major from
Louisville.
"Since I'm an art major,
I've learned to look at my
work more like I'm dancing
on a page. I'm not just put·
ting down material on a
page, I'm expressing myself
through the material as I ex·
press myselfthrough dance,"
Pugh said.
sometimes requires the
danrers to juggle their
schedules, but dancing
makes it worthwhile, Kim
Olive, a senior theater major
from f)llton said.
See DANCE
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Molly Ross inherited a couple
of things from her mother and
grandmother.
The local musician is her
mother's namesake, and her
grandmother, who often sang
around the house, instilled 11.
love of music in Rosl:i.
That love of music, Ross said,
has added something extra to
her life.
Although many say she is
blessed with a voice even robins
would envy, Ross chose not. to
base her life on music.
Instead, the secretary for Col·
lege of Science Dean Gary Boggess chose to raise a family,
work and sing in her spare
time.
Although her spare time was
rare during her 13 years as a
Murray State University
employee, Ross found time to
earn her degree in music from
MSU.
1
She said several of bet pro·
fessors urged her to teach
music, but she is happy with
what she is doing.

"I was always doing what I
wanted to do with music,'' Ross
said . "Other things would ruin
it for me. I don't want it to con·
trol me."
But Ross does not allow her
love for music to lie idle. She
has contracted to sing with
Kentucky state parks and
Silver Dollar City in Missouri.
She sings in church, for
women's clubs and other pro·
grams, and is the force behind
the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum exhibit entitled
"Promises to Keep."
For the past two years, Ross
Photo by ROB WILKERSON
baR researched old instruments.
Those studies took her to the Murray musician Molly Ross
Smithsonian Institute, which performs on an autoharp at the
she said is one of the musical Wrather West Kentu c ky
highlights of her life.
Museum exhibit, " Promises to
Other high notes on Ross' list Keep. "
of music greats include singing
And Ross has touched others'
at a friend's wedding recently
and meeting new people during lives as well.
Once, while Ross was singing
her programs.
"I imagine meeting the people at a nursing home, an elderly
is the best experience of all," woman, who had not talked for
she said. "I've met some really a long time, began to sing.
"That's the magic of music,"
interesting people as a result of
Ross said.
this."

Carlin will· bring act to MSU Racer Arena
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Wnter

Everybody loves to laugh and
to bear jokes. Sometimes
students need time to get away
from studies and relax. Murray
State University will be providing this opportunity to
students.
Comt·dian George Carlin wtlt
be presenting a concert at Racer
Arena &•pt. 20, at 8 p.m.
Comt.•dian Dennis Blair is the
opening act.
Mike Young, coordinator of
student activities, said the
Unive r~ity Center Board and
Student Government Associu·

tion wanted comedy.
..Comedy has been the biJ{
thing on campus. We had a lnt
of attendance at our Comedy
Zone," Young said "We
thought we would branch out
and try a comedy conet·rL"
Young !iuid thl'y chose Carlin
because they wanted ~omeone
who could ntu·act a o·owd.
"George Cal"lin was one ol'thl•
numes we looked at. He was
a\·ailable11nd he was within our
price range, so we gmbbed
him," Young said.
It cost between $20.000 and
$~5 .000 lo bring Carhn to .MSU.
Young said.

""lt would be nice if everyone
would come out and support
this t•vent. It is a big evt>nt."
Young said. "It is not vet·y often
a mujor person of his status
make,; it to Racer At·ena ."

Ticket:. for l\tSU students
wit h a validated J.D. ure $5 and
$8 for the ~cncrnl publk.
Tickets are available until
Sept. 20 nt the student ac·
tivitie.s office in the Curl"is
Center, Terrapin Station in
Murray. Disc ,Jockey Records in
Paducah and Video Elite Stores
in Hopkinsville.

·':,.

DANCE
Continued from Page 23
''Rehearsals take up quite a
few hours, and it's a lot of work
try1ng to schcdulp time for
social things and academics,
but I can't really think of
anything I don't like about dancing," Olive said.
Although the majority of the
dancers in the company are
female, steps are being taken to
get more males involved in
dance, said Roy Haynes. assis-

GOSPEL NOTES
BOOKSTORE

•

Jfalurtn8Aco•n.,..,lrnetd
tapes )JfOwllldln Wodd
... O.,Widdldc.

We also carry B!bles,
books, cassette tapes,
church supplies, etc.

tant artistic director for the
company.
"We've got eight men out of
the thirty dancers in the company," Haynes said. "We're trying to get more ml'n interested,
and I think if this was a bigger
university, we'd have more
men."
"Right now, we're trying to
show that there is a macho side
to dance, and that real men do

are, and everyonu accepts that
here. No one i;; here to criticize
and make you feel like when
you come you're not going to
make it because you're not at
the level of evervone el::~e,"
Cooper said.
"Dance is not just arms flying
for no reason; it's emotion. It's
some type of feeling behind the
movement in the dance that you
do,'' she said.

director for the company. "We
want to have the reception to
show where we work and whnt
we do here."
Anyone who has never danced, but is interested in starting,
should not be afraid to attend a
meeting of the dance company,
said Tiffany Cooper, a junior
theatre major from Louisville.

dance," Hayne!' said.
'l'he dance compan~ works on
several projects throughout the
year·, including an open house.
The open house is scheduled for
Sept. 20 at 3:30 p.m. in the
dance studio, located behind the
stage in Lovett Auditorium.
"We're planning the open
house to introduce the dance
company to the community,"
said Rosemary Fletcher, artistic

/

LINK
Continued from Page 22
system in one room is about
$60,000.
"That was more or less a
discretion based on economics
and convenience. We got the
telelphone services established
here within 30 days," Lochte
said.
"It is cheaper than building
our own microwave sy.tem or

building our own cable system,''
he said.

this campus to two to four additional junior colleges within the
next two years in our service
region," Loch te said.
The syste111 operates Monday
through Thursday.
Other faculty who wor k witp
the system include Harvey
Elder, a professor of math and

The sysrem w;ll be hooked up
with seven lp ~bl)c school
districts to offer cdursee that
are hard to find teacherll for,
such as foreign langu~s or
calculus.
·
"I think we will expand ofT

statistjcs; Jeanette Furches,
assistant professor of nursing;
Paul McNeary, chair of industrial education and
technology; Diane Snow, who
will be teaching a class from the
Paducah college campus; and
Rob Seay, assistant professor of
accounting.

)'his semestp; t!lke some electi\es

tn communtcatiorts.

60 minutes of
Executive Par 3
Golf Course $2
Golf Range$2

long distance.
For free.
Movies. Videos.

lntroducingAl&T
Student Saver Plus.

And more.

Batting Cages SOc

For less.

Miniature Golf $1.75

}usl by choosing any sru-

753·1 15 2

dent Saver Plus program, you11
set up to 00 minutes tX free

10.08 distanee calls. You11 also

get a free coupon booklet
good JOe savings
all around
town.

FuRy Stocked
Golf Shop
PGAPro

lessons by Appointment:

Jimmy SUllivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones

You don't need
to wait till spring
to get a break.

1 112 miles north of MSU
on N. 16th Ext
t.lJrray

Call from
anywhere to
anywhere.
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7 days a v.uk. ~
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are right for you, or to get t.h..c
best value in long distance ser·
vice, call us. They just might ·
be the most profitable electiveS

Keep your
roommates
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180 0 654-0471 Ext.l230
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Support grows for Lady Racers
By GREG ALLEN

Editor
Oscar Segovia is like a
volcano ready to explode with
excitement about his Lady
Racer volleyball team.
"There's a lot of excitement
that goes on m volleyball and
hopefully it is here lo stay,"
Segovia said.
The sport has only been in
existence at Murray State
University since 1983, but
since Segovia's debut in 1987
he has had nothing but
success.
Segovia said he hopes
volleyball can keep growing
and soon be the dominant
women's sport at MSU.
With the wins increasing
yearly and the crowds growing
·• in number every match,
Segovia may soon have his
wish.
Assistant Sports

I

"The crowds are amazing;
they keep getting bigger and
bigger," Segovia said. "The
enthusiasm of the sport is
there. We've got people from
the community coming out
and showing their support for
women's volleyball."
Last year, the Lady Racers
recorded their best season by
going 20-24 and winning their
first Ohio Valley Conference
championship.
The Lady Racers then went
Qn to play in the flrst Women's

VOIJ.EYBAll
Invitational Volleyball Championship in Birmingham, Ala.
This year, the Lady Racers
lost their flrst three matche:-;
on the West Coast but have
since returned home to beat
the University of Evansville
15-6, 15-13, 15·11 on Tuesday
and the University of
Southern Indiana 17-15, 15-3,
15-0 last Thursday.
In both matches, the Lady
Racers played like they were
the defending OVC
champions.
Leading the way against
Evansville with 11 kills was
Kim Koehler. She also had 19
digs.
Koehler, a senior from
Marion, Ill., needs only one
kill to become the first Lady
Racer t~ collect 1,000 kill!! in a
career.
"Kim Koehler is one of the
players who has played to our
expectation:;. She is mentally
tough and she is one of the
players who is keeping us
together as a whole," Segovia
said.
Lea Ann Allen, a senior from
Quincy, lll., led the way with
21 digs while Denise Donnelly,
a freshman setter from Mt.
Pulaski, ill., had 12 assists.
"You don't get many
fr(!J'Ihman who can come in and

Photo by JOHN BERNING

Lady Racer volleyball coach Oscar Segovia gives his team some time out words of wisdom during
a recent match.

take the responsibility and
run the show for you," Segovia
said.
Segovia also praised the play
of Jill Doty and Jill McCoy
Segovia said Doty, a semor
from Hoopeston, lll., has work-

ed har d over the summer and
gives them t he power they
need while McCoy, a senior
from Quincy, Ill., was the most
versatile player on the team.
He said he hopes the fan sup·
port continues to grow. The

first chance for fans to see a
home match will be Oct. 1
when the Lady Racers return
home from an ll·game road
trip beginning tonight in the
St. Louis University
Tournament.

Racers hope to rebound at SIU
By MICHAEL PADUANO
~rts

Editor
After the crushing loss to the
University of Louisville last
week, the Racers (0-1) will attempt to even their record in a
more evenly matched game
with the Southern Illinois
University Salukis 1:30 p.m.
tomorrow at Carbondale, Ill.
The Racers met Division I-AA
Southern Dlinois and defeated
the Salukis 2~11 last year at
Roy Stewart Stadium.

'The big thing is to
have some success on
both sides of the ball
early. Our confidence
level isn't too high.'
-Mahoney

Mahoney said he does not expect too many linebacker stunts
or blitzes because he describes
SIU's as "straightforward."
"Their quarterback and pass-ing game is very sophisticated
a nd they execute it well,"
Mahoney said.
The Racers are not going to
change anything on defense,
but they will try to make fewer
mistakes on pass defense.

On offense the Salukis are an
impressive 361 yards per game
and are led by quarterback
Brian Downey, who has com·
pleted 57.5 percent of his passes
for 630 yards in two games.
"We had breakdowns in zone
and got beat i n man
Racer head coac h Mike (coverage)," Mahoney said.
Mahoney said he is not sure
how his team will respond after
On offense, the Racers simply
the Louisville game.
must block better at the line of
scrimmage.
"The big thing is to have some
" We just have to do a better
success on both sides of the ball
early," Mahoney said. "Our job protecting t he quarterback
confidence level isn't too high." and blocking people," Mahoney
said.
Mahoney said the Salukis
Racer q uar ter bac k Chris
feat ure the same defensive Beckish, who connected on just
schemes as Louisville, but do three of eight passes for 33
not have the same talent on the yards will need more time to
defensive line as the Cardinals. t hrow to be effect ive.
Mahoney said SIU will try to
The Racer running game also
pressure the quarterback with str uggled with only 25 yards on
their four down-linema n.
40 a tt empts.

With a ll the problems on
offense and defense, the biggest
mistakes a gainst Louisville
came with t he punting unit on
the field.
Taylor Colby, a r ed-shirt
sophomore from Mayfield, had
his ftrst two punts blocked.
Greg Duncan, a senior from
Otta wa, Ontario, Cana da,
replaced Colby and flnished the
game as the punter, but Colby
will start a t SlU.
Mahoney said Colby's punts
were off in plenty of time, but
missed blocking assignments
caused the miscues.
" It was just a mental
mistake," Mahoney said.
Punting isn't new to Duncan,
who is a pr eseason . All·
American placekicker, and
Mahoney wanted to get him in·
to the game.
" Duncan wasn't going to get
on the field and he's been experimenting with it (punting},"
Mahoney said.
Mahoney waa worried about
ru ining Colby's confidence in
his flrst appearance.
The Racer head coach said his
team will improve as long aa
t heir att itude r emains t he
same.
Mahoney said, " You can correct some of the mistakes, but if
t hey're not giving the effort,
t hat's hard to correct."

LAST WEEK:
LAST YEAR=

SIU 20, lna.ana State 17. LouisviUe 68,
MSUO.
MSU 24, SIU 11 at Stewart Stadium.

RECORDS:
SERIES:

MSU leads 4-3-2.

SITE:

Carbondale, Ia. SIU is 1-1-2 versus
the Racers at McAndrew Stadium.
1:30 p.m. CST.

KICKOFF:
QUICK
FACTS:

Murray State is coming off its worst
defeat since 1946 when Mississippi
State defeated the Racers 69-0.
Graphic by SCOTT FlEMING AND MIKE PADUANO

Las~ year's gam e was
high lighted by a fu mble The game a lso established the
recovery on the opening kickoff Racers' running game as t hey
for a Racer touchdown before rushed for 180 yards against
any time elapsed from the clock. the Salukis' 81.
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Murphy's law true at Louisville
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Cardinal Stadium in
Louisville had been a pleasant
site for the Murray State
University Racers in recent
years.
Before last Saturday's en·
counter with the Louisville Car·
dinals, the Racers had won two
of the last three meetings between the two schools, all of
• which .were played on U of L's
home field. So the Racers had
reason for optimism.
Louisville had other ideas as
it ripped the Racers 68·0 before
a crowd of nearly 35,000.
Anything bad that could have
happened to the Racers, did
happen.
The first two punts attempted
by Racer punter Taylor Colby
'were blocked. The first block led
to a Klaus Wilmsmeyer field
goal of 21 yards. The second
block resulted in a safety and a
5-0 Louisville lead with the
game just seven minutes old.
The Cardinals led 12-0 by the
end of the quarter.
Racer head coach Mike
Mahoney said his special teams
play was a disappointmenl.
"It started with the kicking
game," Mahoney said, ''We fail·
ed to execute our punt protection and we had no production
on our kick returns."
Mahoney said that the block·
ed punts were not caused by
Colby or the snaps.
"An overall time from snap to
punt is 2.2 seconds is what we
want," Mahoney said. "We
were getting them off in 2.11,
the ones that were blocked.''

The Racers' kicking deficiencies were just one of the problems during the game.
In his first collegiate start,
Racer quarterback Chris
Beckish was sacked eight times
by the Cardinal defense.
When Beckish did have time
to throw, he and the rest of the
offense connected on just. three
of eight passes for 33 yards.
"Our offensive line was overmatched, as far as flize, speed
and experience goes," Mahoney
said. "They have eight seniors
returning. They've got a pretty
good defense."
Cardinal quarterbacks
Browning Nagle and Jeff
Brohm shredded the Racer
secondary for 238 passing yards
in the first half and each con·
nected for two touchdowns as
they powered the U of L lead to
40-0 at halftime.
"It was several things on
defense. We gave them too
much time to throw,'' Mahoney
said. "We were not hitting their
receivers at the line of scrim·
mage; we had breakdowns (in
coverage) by our linebackers
and secondary," Mahoney said.
Louisville wide receivers Eric
Broomfield and Anthony Cum·
mings were the main targets as
they combined for 126 yards
and three of the the Cardinals'
four touchdowns.
With 22 seconds left in the se·
cond quarter Nagle tossed his
second touchdown pass, a nine·
yard strike to Rene Couto.
The carnage continued in the
second half.
Louisville took the second·
half kickoff and promptly drove

/

Racer running back Michael Davis is tripped up by a Louisville tackler.

69 yards in just over a minute
with running back Ralph
Dawkins bolting 16 yards to
give the Cardinals a 47·0 lead.
It was Dawkins' second score of
the game as he found p·ay dirt
from nine yards in the second
quarter.
Brahm followed Dawkins
with a two-yard run late in the
quarter to make the score 54..0.
Ho\\ ..:~er. a play that still
sticks in Mahoney's mind was

the first play of the second half
fnr the Cardinals.
Mahoney said a Louisville
assistant coach told him the
Cardinals would stop passing in
the second half if the Racers
stopped blitzing their safeties.
Mahoney said it surprised him
because the Racers had not
been blitzing the Louisville
safeties.

Open A

Home-Style
Cooking

All for one low
price I
Hwy. 641

Murray

See FOOTBALL
Page 28

The Racers did not blitz their
safties and Nagle connerted

Mm·m mmm
good!
Choose 1 of 3 tasty
meats, 3 vegetables
from a delicious list
and homemade rolls
or cornbread .

with wide receiver Greg Brohm
for 47 yards to set up Dawkins'
score.
Another play Mahoney ques·
tioned was a fake punt play
with the score 54-0 early in lhe
fourth quarter.
"It's his choice of what he
wants to do," Mahoney said of
Louisville's head coach Howard
Schnellenberger. ''I don't like it

Bank of Murray

PLATE
MEALS

Racer Special

STARTING AT

Account And We'll

$3

Give You A T-shirt!

Monday-Saturday
5 a.m.·9 p.m.
Sunday 6 a.m.-9 p.m

759-1648

....................................................................,••

The Bank of Murray believes in
you and your future, and we
know that the key to a
successful future is having good
banking sense! The Racer
Special account makes banking
easy and fun! Stop by any of
our Bank of Murray locations
and open your Racer Special
account today!

• 50 free checks per ~mester

_

•

• No Mimmum Monthly Balance
• No per-check fee

Full line of: Electrical, Plumbing, Tools,
Hardware and much, much morel

• Big M Money Machine Card
tbl.>tll on appwvall

• Racer Special T-shirt

BRING THIS AD IN FOR
: 10o1o OFF PURCHASE
Coupon not good on special orders, sale items, or
cash or carry prices.

•Expires Dec. 31, 1990
Bel-Air ShoppiD&
Store hours:
Center
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.~ p.m.
_
Saturday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
759 1390
&.rlday 1 p.m.·S p.m.

············-······················-···..···-························

•

Bank of Murray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK"
ll....a.ri'DIC

M.llill ()lib

UI!Mnity Bnadt

SouahM-IItMdl

101 S. 4th St~ttt

SIS N. 12111 S1rte1
7SUI"

611 S 12111 Slrcct
7SUI6l

753-1893
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Recruits, transfers spark Racers
9y ANGIE MIDDLETON
Assuanl Sports Editor

, Heading into today's opening
round of the Murray State golf
season with four returning
:'llayers and several new
:ecruits, Coach Buddy Hewitt
said the 1990-91 Racer golf
team may be the best team
MSU has had s ince the
mid-1970's.
"We've got the best material
rwe've had in 16 years," Hewitt
said.
"We were able to bring four
golfers from England and
recruit Jeff Sanders who was
National Junior College CoMedalist from 1989," Hewitt
said.
Sanders, a .sophomore from
Evansville, Ind. transferred to
MSU from Evansville North
Junior College and has spent
the past year attaining
eligibility.
" If you can recruit players
like the National Junior College Co-Medalist every year,
you'll have a strong team all
the time," Hewitt said. "Since I
knew Jeff before he did that
well, that helped me recruit
him."
I
He said qualifying and determining the starting five simply
takes low scores. Six rounds
were played to qualify, four
were played last week and one
each on Monday and Tuesday.
Only t he fourth and fifth starting spots were open, however,
since Sanders, Chris Wilson, a
sophomore from "Mayfield; and
captain Jeff Wells, a senior
from Bloomington, lll. were ex·

GOlP
empt from qualifying, Hewitt
said.
"Sanders is exempt becauRe of
being national co-medali st ,
Chris Wilson finished third in
the OVC (Ohio Valley Conference) conference championship and I always exempt any in
the top five of the conference
championship," Hewitt said.
Hewitt said Wells, t he team
captain, was exempt because of
his previous performances.
"Jeff has started for the last
three years and has always
shown exceptional leadership
ability," Hewitt said.
However, Wells suffered an
injury to his left hand and his
status as a starter for today's
·tournament at Miller Memorial
Colf Course is uncertain.
Despite the lift the Racers
have gotten from new players,
Hewitt said there have been no
drastic changes in recruiting,
however, he had the opportuni·
ty to be one of five coaches from
Division I schools from the
Southeast United States to go to
England and recruit players.
The Racers will field two
teams in today's and tomorrow' s tournament. Sanders,
Wilson and Wells will start for
the Racer gold team. Also starting for the gold squad are Price
Coakley and Dirk Brinker.
Coakley, a red -s h irt
sophomore from Calvert City,
holds the MSU and course
record at Miller Memorial Golf
Course.

Photo by MIKE PADUANO

Team captain Jeff Wells hits a putt at a recent practice at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.

Brinker, a jun ior from
Evansville, played in every
tournament last year for t he
Racers and was one of the
squads most consistent players.
MSU will field two teams in
its only home tournament of the

If you are interested in helping with MSU
Homecoming, come sign up in the Student
Government Office in the Curris Center from
Sept. 17-21.

year. The MSU blue squad will
include: Simon Stephens and
William Sn odgrass, both
freshmen from Leeds, England;
Travis Stiegman, n sophomore
from Nashville, Ill.; and Chris
Bell, a freshman from Belfast,
Ireland.

The University Center Board is looking
for a few good people to help with the
following committies:
-Homecoming
-Publicity
-Special Events
-Miss MSU
-Concerts
Sign up in the Student Government
Office, Monday - Friday from
8 am. - 4:30am.

Upcoming UCB Events
Sept. 20
Oct. 13

Oct. 27

--

George Carlin
in concert
Parents' Weekend
Homecoming
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RACER SPORTS WEEK
l=rlt1Av

FOOTBALL
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OHO VALLEY CONFERENCE

I

OVC STANDINGS
W. l.

RESULTS
Louisville 68, Murray State o
Sco" by Ouanera

MSiJ

Uofl

0 0 0 0 0
12 33 14 14 SJ

Fnt clowns
Rushing
Penahy
Rushing Attempts
Yards Gained Rushing
Yards Lost Rushing
Net Yards Rushing
Net Yards Passing
Passes Attempted

Passes Completed
Had Intercepted
Total Offensive Plays
Tolal Net Yards
Avg. Gain Per Play

Return Yards

MSU Uotl
5
a.
2
9
1
3
40

.es

85

200

EO
25

48
152
367

9
3
1

3)

:n
49
58
1.2
1

Fumbles: No. Lost
4-3
Penalties: No. Yds. 8-58
lnt: No. Yds
2-1
Punta
11-31.0
Po11e11ion Tiime
21 :52

16
2
74
508
6.8
131
1.0
11-75
1-25
38.5
38:0S

RUSHING- M"UI"'"G1 Stat.
Depp 6-19,De.vi•10-ll,Proctor
1-5,Sypho 2-5,Reynol~ 2S,Vahill 1-3,Flagg 45,Bec:kiah U-16,Totals: -t0-25
PASSING:
Beckiah 3-8-33-0-1,Proctor 00-0-0-1,Totals: 3-9-33-0-1.
RECEIVING:
Redmond 1 -27,HufT1 5,Davis 1-l ,Totala: 3-33.
RUSHING-Louuvilk
Bynm 12-4-73,Smith 12-538,Dawkins 5-0-33,Ware 4-015,Wyatt 1 -0-S,Nagle 1-04,Ha11 5-10-0,Brohm 6-2919,Totals: 46-48-152.
PASSING:
Nagle 10-1 7-182-2-l ,Brohm 35-106-2-1,Wat ta 2-3-49-10,Ware 1·1-30-0-0,Totala: 1626-367-5-2.
RECEIVING:
Broomfield 3-712, Cummings 1-55-1,McK.ay
3-54-0,Brohm 1-47,Tuyo 1-351,Buch anan 1-30,Jonea 1·
20,Wyatt 1-14,Ware 1-9,Cuoto
1-9-l ,Semak 1 -S,Totals: 16367-5.

SPORTS NOTEBOOR
•THE MSU HALL OF FAME has selected Dale Alexander

Buddy Hewitt, Herb Hurley and Tom Simmons as its 1900
inductees.
Alexander played baseball and basketball for the Racers
from 1958 to 1960.
Alexander led the baseball team to three Ohio Valley Conference Championships. He finished his career at MSU with
a record .355 batting average.
Hewitt, a graduate of MSU, has coached the Racer golf
team from its inception in 1961 and is still the team's coach.
Hewitt also played center on the 1948 football team that
went to the Tangerine Bowl.
Hurley played for the Racer basketball team from 1941-44
and left as one ofMSU's top scorers. Hurley played in the Na·
tiona! Basketball Association with the Philadelphia
Warriors.
Simmons has been the head trainer for the MSU athletic
department for 25 years.
.
Simmons has been a trainer for the University of Detroit
'
the Detroit Pistons and the Buffalo Bills.

• KIM KOEHLER IS ONE KILL SHY of 1,000 in her collegiate

career.
Koehler, a senior from Marion, Ill., began the season with
951, which was the MSU standard.
·
A first-team"Ali-OVC selection in 1989, Koehler also holds
school records in digs, aces and matches played.

Middle Tennessee
Tennessee State
Eastem Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
MURRAY STATE
Morehead Sta te

1-0

1·1
0{)
0{)
0{)

G-1
Q-1

Overall
(2-Q)
(1-1)
( 1-Q)
(1-1)
(Q-1)
(Q-1)
(Q-2)

•AUSTIN PEAY: The Governors ( 0 -.J ) travel to
Philadelphia to take on the
Temple University Owls at
12 noon EDT.
APSU dropp ed thei r
opener toUT-Martin 24-10.

.MOREHEAD: The Eagles
(0-2) travel to Frankfort to
visit Kentucky State for
Saturday's 7:30 p.m.
Morehead was shutout
24-0 by Western Kentucky
last week.

•EASTERN

•TENNESSEE TECH: The

KENTUCKY:

The Colonels (2·0) host
S outheast Missouri at
Hanger Field at 7:30 EDT.
tomorrow.
Eastern defeated Central
Florida 24-12 last week.

Golden Eagles host Samford
7:30 EDT, Sat urday.
Tech dropped last week's
game to UT-Chattanooga
40-17.

.MIDDLE TENNESSEE: The

• T ENNESSEE S T ATE :

Blue Raiders (2-0} scored a
16-13 upset on Georgia
Southern, the previous top
ranked team in Division 1AA.
The Blue Raiders host East
Tennessee State Saturday at
7 p.m. CDT.

State {1- 1) fa ces nonconference rival Grambling
State at 7 p.m. Saturday, at
Robin s on Stad i um in
Grambling, La.
Tennesse State defeated
Jackson State 23-14 last
week.

I
SOFTBALL SCHEDULES
•KUWAIT League plays Tuesday and Thursday
from 6 to 9 p .m .
•JFC League plays Monday and Wednesday
from 6 to 9 p.m.
·woMEN'S League also plays Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 6 to 9 p .m.
•IRAQ League plays Mondays and
Wednesdays from 6 to 9 p .m.
All GAMES PLAYED AT MURRAY/CALLOWAY
COUNTY PARK LOCATED BEHIND WAL-MART.

FOOTBALL
Continued from Page 26

becaUSl' the players have to
hear ~tbout it and it' s just not a
lot of fun for them."
The fuke punt, which resulted
in a 30-yard gain to the Racer
14 yardline. howeve,t·. did not
result in any points as the Murray State defcn~:~e kept the Cardinab from scoring.
"We didn't quit." ~t nhoney
said. 1 'Even at the end of the

game we had guys trying to do
things for us."
Louisville scored twice moru
in t he fou rt h quarter.
.John Tuyo hauled in a
~5· vard touchdown strike from
Erik Watts, the Cardinal~'
third quat·terback of the game,
nnd Pete Bynm scampered nine
yttrdS for the flnal score of the
game.
;

- ..__ . "

The Racers will try to regroup
for tomo r row's game at
Southern l llinoi;; i n
Carbondale .
"1 think 1 k now these guys
well enough to know that
they're not going to give up. We
can wipe out the memory of the
U of L game by beating Stu,"
Mahoney said.

Photo by JOHN BERNING

RACER OF THE WEEK: Lady Racer Volleyball
team member Kim Koehler led her team to two wins In a row
last week against the University of Evansville and the University of Southern Indiana.
•

--····
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Hewitt recruits Europeans
By ANGIE MIDDLETON

Assistant Sports Editor
When coach Buddy Hewitt
traveled to England this summer, he brought home more
than souvenirs. His t r ip
resulted in four freshman additions to the Racer golf team.
"I was chosen by the coach
from the Univer11itv of Central
Florida as one offi~e Division I
coaches to go to England and
scout a group of 36 golfers eligible for college enrollment,"
Hewitt said.
Hewitt recruited Christopher
Bell from Belfast, Ireland; Dan·
ny Kerruish from Rugby,
England; William Snodgrass
from
Bradford, England; and
Simon Stephens from Leeds,
England. All are business ad·
ministration majors.
Bell chose to come to the
United States not only because
golf was appealing, but because
he was interested in attending
an American univer:oity.
"There's a better atmosphere
here and it's a lot bigger than
the schools in Britain,'' Bell
said. .
It seemed ''the natw·al thing
to do,'' Stephens said. ''There
are no opportunities to do this
kind of thing in England. You
can' t combine s ports a n d
studies like here and sports are
much bigger here. It's different, but I'm enjoying it."
Althoug h the new team
members have experienced no
severe cultural shocks, they
have had to make a few
adjustments.

Photo by MIKE PADUANO

William Snodgrass hits the ball
at practice. Snodgrass Is one
of four European players on
the Racer golf team.

"They've played on a d ifferent
type of course called links golf
cour ses. Golf is played a little
differently over there because of
t he course design so their adjustment hasn't been too severe
and they're doing well,'' Hewitt
said.
Another difference for the
new players is the climate.

' •

" It gets pretty hot since we've
been used to playing where it
gets to 75 degrees on a good day.
It'!! also more windy at home
but we've been here a couple of
weeks and are used to it now,"
Bell said.
Some of their favorite things
about the United States, they
have agreed, are friendly people, the beautiful campus, lower
prices and the imbalance in
Mut·ray State's female to male
ratio.
Along with the good, however,
there have been the obstacles
and oddities of travel.
"We missed our connecting
flight to New York and had to
s leep over. That was rather
clever of us," Snodgrass said.
We've been accused of being
Australian a lso," he said.
Although their British and
Irish accents may be, at times,
difficult fo•· Americans to
understand, they said they have
had little difficulty understanding Americans.
"It's not difficult at all to
understand Americans," Kerruish said. "Americans just
have trou ble understanding
clear English," be said jokingly.
Hewitt conceded that the addition of four foreign players is
unusual, but he stressed that
the new golfers are excellent
and beneficial to the·team.
The British and Irish recruits
can help t he team, " by playing
good rounds of golf," Hewit t
said.
"Academically they a ll had
excellent SAT scores and will do
a good job for us."

-SP£C~A.L
Wednesday
Luncheon
at the

Wesley Foundation
located nextao Mason Hall

Murray Gulf
South 12th Street
753-9164

It 1

--

----~~--

e

' $50,000 Free Money (I

Investment Game

'

sponsored by
The Finance and Economics Club
-Open to all MSU students, groups, teams,
faculty members
-Cash prizes awarded to the 1st and 2nd
place winners
-Pick up entry forms in all College of
Business Departments
-Play begins Sept. 24
-$5 entry fee

See: Louis \,;D4~112

Start Yoar CoDeefloa Today!
1Wo Contemporary Pattern• to Cbooae From:

............
--.
............................
..............
..........
-._
......
__--.
.....
___
________
..........
..._..
···----_____
__

$1.5 0

Mechanic on duty!
Monday - Friday 8 a m . - 5 p.m.
.·~car wash with fill-up''
.. .

~it:~~~
•Microwave Safe
Dlshwuher Safe
•IRIS

$1.5 0

•BOIJQIJt.1
_,__
Juce
·~~rc··

2;t-..........
coca
Cola

~-

g•J29

1'lds Week's featare:

CoffeeCup

each79~

Ret. low Price - $1.49
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Cardinals should be more
embarrassed than Racers
Meet the Saddam Hussein of
football.
Hi s n a me is Howard
Schnellenberger, head coach of
the University of Louisville
fooiball team.
He is best known for playing
Division 1-AA teams and running the score up on them.
Take last Saturday for instance when he showed r.t) mercy to the Racers by tle!lting
them ss:o.
Leading 64-0 early in the
fourth quarter, the Cardinals
faked a punt and threw for a
firat down and later scored.
Schnellenber ger said the play
was unintentional.
Yeah, right, Howard. You're
reallv convincing. Just like
when your assistant told Coach
Mahoney at halftime that the
Cardinals would quit passing if
the Racers would quit blitzing.
Since Murray is inexperie.lcd,
Division 1-AA and an inter. state you would th i nk
Louisville would be content
beating us 61-0. But no, they
have to make a diving leap into
the end zone with time running
out.

,.

but the NCAA will look at the
toughness of your schedule.

Greg Allen

As for the Racers, you ha•·e to
give them credit. They never
gave up. They played their
hearts out until the game was
over.

Just because of one game, I've
already beard people talk about
how bad the season is going to
be.

to the end zone for one fmal
score with time running out.
With attitudes like that that,
This really shows the class of
people, the Racers should not
Schnellenberger.
even finish the season.
We graciously appreciate you,
Howard, for letting us have the
Fans should have the conopportunity to play your fidence that Coach Mahoney
"wonderful" team, but trying to had during his weekly televimake us look bad ie pretty low. sion show. "The game doesn't
Schnellenberger has l-oen make any dift'erenoe exoept we
pleading since preseason for a can't go 11·0."
Top 25 ranking.
He's not going to get one just
because be can beat an inexperienced team. He's going to
have to play teams on his own
level and there are very few
teams that fit that description
on the Cardinal's schedule this
year.

AI for Schnellenberger and
the Cardinals, they should
always remember that what
goes around comes around. It
may not be the Racers who beat
them, but one of these Saturdays if the Cardinals get a real
.;chedule they will know what it
is like to collide with a team
with national championship
potential.

It is bunny central. Except for
a few teams, Louisville should
For those who can't make the
have no problem winning most
trip to Carbondale, the Racer's
of their games.
When the Cardinal's offense
home opener will be next SaturSchnellenberger also said his day against Eastern lllinois.
took the field in the second half,
the Racers didn't blitz and the team is on a collision course
with a nationAl championship.
Cardinals connected on a
Greg Allen, CJSsistant sports
40-yard pass.
editor ofthe Murray State News,
I can't see it happening,
is a sophomore journalism maIf that weren't enough, the Howurd. You may have a good
j or from Beechmont.
Cardinals took a diving leap in- record at the end of the season,

Photo courtesy ofiiSU SPORTS INFOfWATION

UUUHHHH!: Doug Hawthorne concentrates on hitting a
backhand during a Racer practice In preparation for the MSU
Invitational to be held thla weekend at the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts. Hawthorne, a Junior from Bloomington, Ill., Ia the
defending Ohio Valley Conference number thrH aeed
champion.

WITH THIS COUPON

HIO I \JH)(;J·:HE " A SOL ID 10! A CHARMING

14K GOLD
HERRINGBONE
7" BRACELET

Jt Ll \

Ht~U:trl'.'

MOVIE, A DELIGHTFUL
COMEDY."
- ABC-TV, LOS ANGELES
Gary FrankllD

"TOUCIDNG , TENDER AND
SEXY."
·- SNEAK PREVIEWS
Jeffery Lyons

~w

j{ong tj(png
!l{_estaurant
Open 7 aays a wee

'"PRE'M'Y WOMAN' IS MORE
THAN PRETTY WONDERFUL,
IT IS A TOTAL DELIGHT!"

Sunaay - !frilfay 11 a.m. - 9:30p.m.
Saturaay 4:30p.m. -9:30p.m.
Lundium S.pecia£
Monaay - !frilfay
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
$3.10 pfus fa;(

·- NBC-TV, LOS ANGELES
David Sheehan

Surulay 'lJuQtt
11 a.m.- 2 p.m.
$5.75 plus tat
"LIGHT, BUBBLY AND
ROMANTIC."
··NEWSWEEK
David Adsen

Catering mutings, Weaaing parties
ana 'lJanquets upon request.
jt[so availa6u carry-outs.
Ca[[ 753-4488
J/wy 641 ?{prtfi, Murray
3:30 p.m. all seats $1

---

Curris Center Theater
Sept.l9
7 p.m. & 9:30p.m. $1 .50 with MSU 10
$2.50 without MSU 10

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline ......•.... Friday 2 p. m.
Houra: Monday and Wednelday 3 p.m. • 8 p.m.
Friday 8:30 p.m. • 10:30 p.m. and 1 p.m. • 3 p.m.

Closed weekends and holidays.
Exacl cll.lnge or ohecl< Nqulted. NO AOS WILL BE AocEPTEO OVER THE
PHONE. Ads may be mailed along wtth payment to:

Tacky Gross- Call me
and we'll go South (or at
least we'll spin the
bottle). Just call me
party smart I

DR, Glad you're still
around . When can you
make me a pizza? LD

To my Rolla man: You're
the light of my lifel Stay
tough with double E and
IcXIE! I love youl Ang.

WAH1'ED

To the AfA house crewThere's nothing like
popcorn, cold showers,
Donna Jo's new phrase
and you guys. You're
the bestl Patti.

CtASSFEDS DEPARTM:NT
Thfl Murray Stata Nflws
2609 Unlveralty Station
Murray. KY ' o42071

RATES
With MSU 10: 15e per word
Without MSU 10: 20e per word

THIS SPACE COULD BE
YOURS
WITH
A
MESSAGE TO YOUR
SWEETIE . For more
Information contact The
Murray StatB News
advertising department,
762-4478.

OVER TWENTY WORDS
With MSU 10: 1<>e per word
Without MSU 10: 15e per word
Bold Face - $1 per line
Attention Getters or ~tl't/ - $1

***

INDEX

Karl- Thanks for being
the best boyfriend in the
world and for always
being there . love
Always, Marianna.

PERSONALStGREEK HELP WANTED
ROOMMATES
LOST & FOUND
BUSINESS SERVICES
RIDES
FOR RENT
MISC.
FOR SALE
NOTICE
..__ _ _ _ _~!"!"""~--------~

To the l:X House Crew,
Your
next
doo r
neighbors refuse to do
the "Walk of Shame".
Love B.H. and G.H.
· To Radar's future wife I'm glad you finally
moved ln. Love N.A.
To Storey, Lose the girl
shorts. B.H. and G.H.
To Gupton . Got any
fudge left? B.H. and
G.H.
Patti and Melanie, we
survived the first lssuel
Hopefully the rest of the
year won't be as
stressful! Leigh.
Becky, Let's set aside
some time for us to have
fiml You're a great Iii sis!
n love, YBS L.A.M.

Happy Birthday to my
favorite viewpoint editor
and
duet partner,
Marianna Hope you
have a great weekend.
Patti.
Hey babyl So glad
you're coming down. I
miss youl Eeekl

To the 1Oth floor crew: I
love you guysl If you
ever need a friend I'm
here. Love Jill.

Casper, It was great to
see that friendly smile!
Come haunt our place
again soon. love, the
girls next door.

Shane, It's been a great
year! I love you. Trish.
Tim Carroll, Tim Carroll,
Stuart Johnson and
Chris Price, thanks for
being awesome pig-out
coaches! Love, sisters
of Alpha Sigma Alpha

Crash, Possibility of a
rainy weekend so you
baUer not chance
driving. Call me and I'll
escort you. LD.

Join the ADVERTISING
CLUB.
It's
an
experience that will help
you the rest of your life.
Tuesday the 25th In
room 316 Wilson Hall.

Andrea- I'm going to
miss you when you
move to Paducah. You
have been the greatest!
I-Love, Marianna.
Betty and Jane- We
appreciate you all so
much. The Sigma house
crew could not survive
without you I Special
Sigma love, your glr1s.

Chris Ames Layton,
Happy Birthday roomiel
Your this best roommate
even though you're a
butt sometimes. Your
crazy roommate, Chris.

Ogden Memorial United
Methodist Church

HELP

F

I

Pagllal's:
Several
part-time or full-time
positions available. No
experience necessary.
Fringe benefits. Half
price on meals. Free
drinks. One week paid
vacation after one year.
Pay scale is above
minimum wage and rapid
pay Increases. Apply In
person only. 753-2975.

S

T

udlallCC at $5000 more!
This prognun works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932..{)528 Ex.t. 50

The Hugh O'Brian Youth
Foundation
Alumni
Association and the
Kentucky Chapter want
to serve all past
ambassadors at Murray
State University. P-lease
contact
Christina /
Vitt itow ,
VP
for
membership services at
759-4040.
Young Expressions
Distinctive student
portraiture.
Photo
Craftsman Photography.
Paris, Tenn . (901) 6420291.

~'U,

T utors
N e e d ed I
For business, math,
English and in general
education classes. Call
Student
Support
Services 762-4510.
$3.80 per hour.

I

One femaf8 roommate to
share house. 759-9239.

Chances are that
you 'll fmd exactly
what you're looking
for in the
Classifieds! Buying,
selling,a job, or just
a note from that
special someone in
the Personals
section.

COLLEGE
REP
WANTED to distribute
"Student
Rate•
subscription cards at
this campus. Good
income. For Information
and application write to
COLLEGIATE
MARKETING
SERVICES, 303 W.
Center
Ave.,
Mooresville, NC 28115.
Murray Calloway County
Soccer Association Is
looking for licensed
officials. If interested
contact
Doug
Vandermolen evenings,
759·9226.

The Murray State
News
Classifieds are the
first place to go for
fun and results!

Debbie's
Typing
Service. $1 .25 per page,
spell check, 437-4939.
A-1 typing service $1
per page. Includes
electronic spell checker.
All work computerized.
762-4769.

.For more infonnation
contact our office today!
We'll give you the inside
scoop _on Classifieds and
The Murray State News.

Experienced accounting
student
will
do
accounting for small
businesses
or
organizations in my
home. l eave message
for Janet at 753-9735.

Call 762-4478

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo . Inc.

Jj

'

Welcome Back to all MSU Students I

Princeton, Ky.

CHEVROLET CAVAUERS
GM program cars
· 6 TO CHOOSE
FROM
$300 DOWN

Is now accepting applications
for Director of Music.
This includes Chancel Choir, hand bells
instrumental ensemble

APR 13.99% With C/L
SALE PRICE $8,400

Submit RMI•me to:
Bev. JohnL Weber
305 W. Main St.
Princeton, Ky. 42445

1307 S. 12th St.

36&3529
•r

...

A

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 In just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. PIUs

.........

~

.. .
~

+tax & llcenH

$199/mos. for 60 Mos.

753-2617

Interested in Joining a
Fraternity But Don't
Want to be a "Pledge"?
TaU Kappa Epsilon, the world's largest
fraternity, is reorganizing its chapter ·
here at.

Murray State University

<

offers many advantages ...
*Become active immediately! No pledging!
*Job referral service after college!
.*Scholarships!
*Over 300 chapters to visit in the U.S. and
Canada!

Like to .hear more?
Call Mr. Shannon Chambers,
International Representative

753-0982

